We use Galois cohomology methods to produce optimal mod p d level lowering congruences to a p-adic Galois representation that we construct as a well chosen lift of a given residual mod p representation. Using our explicit Galois cohomology methods, we construct for a reductive group G and a given residual representationρ : ΓF Ñ Gpkq, ramified at a finite set of primes S, in favorable conditions that we identify, a finite set of lifts ρ, tρ q u ofρ to GpW pkqq with the following properties: ρ : ΓF Ñ GpW pkqq is ramified precisely at S Y Q, with Q a finite set of primes disjoint from S. For q P Q, ρ q : GF Ñ GpW pkqq is unramified outside S Y Qztqu and ρ and ρ q are congruent mod p d if ρ mod p d is unramified at q. Furthermore, the Galois representations tρ q u are "independent".
Introduction
The study of congruences between modular forms is an important ingredient in studying the relationship between deformation rings of Galois representations and Hecke algebras. The work of Ribet on level raising and level lowering congruences between modular forms, cf. [Rib84] , [Rib90] , used cohomological and arithmetic-geometric properties of Jacobians of modular curves. More recently the lifting method of [KW09] , and its generalizations in [BLGGT14] , produces level raising and lowering congruences between Galois representations (and a fortiori automorphic forms) using automorphy lifting methods which have their origin in [Wil95] .
1.1. Our results. In this paper we use Galois cohomology to produce congruences between Galois representations which do not seem accessible by the usual methods. For instance, in the classical case of irreducible odd representationsρ : Γ Q Ñ GL 2 pkq with k a finite field of characteristic p ą 3, we prove the following theorem which does not seem amenable to geometric [Rib84] or automorphy lifting [KW09] methods.
Theorem 1.1. Letρ : Γ Q Ñ GL 2 pF p q be an odd, irreducible modular mod p ą 3 surjective representation of square-free conductor N pρq " N and finite flat at p with determinant the mod p cyclotomic charracter. Assume that the minimal Selmer group is non-zero. Then there are newforms f P S 2 pΓ 0 pN Π qPQ, with Q " tq 1 ,¨¨¨, q r u a finite set of primes that are coprime to N p, such that the corresponding Galois representation associated to an embedding ι : Q ãÑ Q p , ρ f,ι : Γ Q Ñ GL 2 pZ p q liftsρ and has the following properties:
‚ ρ f,ι pτ, for τ q a generator of the Z p -quotient of the inertia group I q at q, is of the form 1 p d 0 1˙, for all q P Q and for some integer d ě 2.
‚ For each 1 ď i ď r, there is a subset Q i of Q that omits q i and contains tq 1 ,¨¨¨, q i´1 u, and there is a newform f i in S 2 pΓ 0 pN Π qPQ i, new at Q i , with f i congruent to f modulo p d .
We in fact prove such a result for Galois representations without assumingρ is modular, and deduce the statement for newforms in the case whenρ is modular using level raising results for modular forms. We regard our result as a quantitative level lowering result for the p-adic Galois representation ρ f,ι . As we show in §4, the "independent" level-lowering congruences we produce in such a result can be used in proving automorphy lifting results. Note that the terminology of quantitative level-lowering has been used earlier in [PW11] . (The technical condition of the initial dual Selmer being non-trivial for our applications is not too burdensome, otherwise the minimal deformation ring is smooth and hence proven to be isomorphic to the corresponding Hecke algebra by the results of [DT94] .) Theorem 1.1 is a particular case of the main result of this paper, Theorem 2.16, which we now state. We refer to §1.3 for the basic notation used in the theorem, and the main body of the paper for the precise assumptions.
Theorem 1.2. Let F be any number field, S a finite set of finite primes of F andρ : Γ S Ñ Gpkq a continuous representation. We assumeρ has "large image" (i.e., satisfies Assumption 2.1) and p " charpkq is sufficiently large (i.e., the hypotheses of Proposition 2.4 hold). We assume further that we are given smooth local conditions N " tN v u vPS forρ which are "balanced", i.e., the dimensions of the corresponding Selmer and dual Selmer groups are equal (see Assumption 2.14) to an integer n which we assume is nonzero. Then there exists a set Q " tq 1 , q 2 , . . . , q m u of nice primes of F (see Definition 2.3), m P tn`1, n`3u, and an integer d ě 2 such that ‚ Q is auxiliary (see Definition 2.15) and the versal deformation ρ Q´new SYQ : Γ SYQ Ñ GpR Q´new SYQ q " GpW pkqq is ramified mod p d at all q P Q. ‚ for each 1 ď i ď m there is an auxiliary set Q i Ă Q satisfying -t1, 2, . . . , q i´1 u Ă Q i ,
mod p d´1 is special (see Definition 2.11) at q i but ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i mod p d is not special at q i .
Our Galois cohomological method to produce congruences has its origin in the method of lifting mod p Galois representations to characteristic 0 introduced in [Ram02] . The last author showed in loc. cit. that given an odd irreducible representationρ : Γ Q Ñ GL 2 pkq satisfying mild technical conditions, with k a finite field of characteristic p, there is a geometric lift that is uniquely determined by suitably chosen ramification conditions (e.g., the condition of being Steinberg at the finite set Q of auxiliary primes). This method has been generalized by Patrikis in [Pat16] to the setting of representationsρ : Γ F Ñ Gpkq, with G a reductive algebraic group over W pkq and F a CM field, considering deformations that are balanced. (The results in loc. cit. are proved under several technical hypotheses which we will need to assume in our work as well, see Theorem 2.16 below: for example, the image ofρ is assumed to be large in a suitable sense. We note that the recent paper [FKP19] addresses lifting residual representations without assuming they have large image.)
The lifting method of [Ram02] in the classical case (and its generalization in [Pat16] ) considers deformations ofρ that are unramified outside S Y Q with Q a suitable auxiliary finite set of places.
Here S consists of places at whichρ is ramified and the places above p, 8 with balanced, smooth, minimal deformation conditions at these places. The set Q consists of residually Steinberg places v, i.e., v such that (in the 2-dimensional case)ρpFrob v q has eigenvalues α v , β v with ratio α v {β v " q v ‰ 1 mod p. The deformation condition for v P Q is of being Steinberg at v, i.e., deformations such that the image of (a lift of) Frob v has eigenvaluesα v ,β v , which lift α v , β v and their ratioα v {β v " q v . This condition is smooth, is non-minimal, and cuts out a subspace of the local cohomology that intersects the unramified cohomology in a codimension one subspace, and the tangent space has dimension h 0 pΓ v , Ad 0ρ q. The corresponding deformation problem is balanced and the resulting deformation ring R Q´new has a presentation of the form W pkqrrX 1 ,¨¨¨, X r ss{pf 1 ,¨¨¨, f s q with r " s " h 1 L " h 1 L K . The main innovation of [Ram02] , as formulated in [Tay03] , is a method of killing the dual Selmer group for a residual representationρ when deformation conditions considered at auxiliary places are smooth. (Killing dual Selmer forρ with smooth conditions is essential to liftρ to characteristic 0. The method of Wiles which allows one to kill dual Selmer with unrestricted, and hence nonsmooth, conditions at auxiliary primes does not imply the existence of liftings ofρ.) It produces a set Q consisting of finitely many residually Steinberg places forρ as above with the Steinberg deformation condition at these places, such that the global deformation problem is smooth. The corresponding balanced smooth deformation ring R Q´new SYQ is W pkq. The work of [KR03] in the classical case, and its generalization in [MMS17] to the context of G-valued representations considered in [Pat16] , shows that we can choose Q with the further property that the universal representation ρ Q´new is ramified at primes in Q. This gives that the augmentation π : R SYQ Ñ R Q´new SYQ , where R SYQ parametrizes deformations with "rank one" ramification allowed at Q, has finite cotangent space, and thus the Q-new quotient is an irreducible component of R SYQ . The main work in this paper is to construct such Q with the additional property that there are congruences of π to other augmentations which can be thought of as level lowering congruences.
Building on [Ram02] and its generalization in [Pat16] to G-valued representations, and improving upon the "doubling method" of [KLR05] , we prove Theorem 2.16 below in §2. The second author had conceived of a result like Theorem 1.1 at the time of writing [Kha03] , but was unable to prove it at the time. Our proof draws upon developments of the method of the third author [Ram02] since that time (cf. [KLR05] ).
1.2. Motivation. One of the motivations of our work is an attempt to find a technique to prove that certain deformation rings are of the expected dimension. Letρ : Γ F Ñ Gpkq be a continuous, irreducible representation with G a reductive algebraic group over W pkq. Let S be a finite set of places S of F , where S includes the places of F above p and places at whichρ is ramified. We consider deformations ρ : Γ F Ñ GpRq ofρ to complete noetherian local W pkq-algebras R with residue field k. At places outside S the deformation condition is that of being unramified, and at places in S the deformations D v satisfy an infinitesimal lifting property (i.e., smoothness), and the corresponding tangent spaces L v satisfy one of the following:
Hereρpg der q denotes the Lie algebra of the derived group of G with the action of Γ F induced by composingρ with the adjoint representation of G. Typically this is achieved by imposing deformation conditions at places of S not above p (and 8) such that dim k L v " h 0 pΓ v ,ρpg der qq, and at places above p that
(The spaces L v are trivial for v the infinite places of F (for p ą 2).) We have the corresponding Selmer and dual Selmer groups H 1 L pΓ F ,ρpg derand H 1 L K pΓ F ,ρpg derwhose dimension over k is denoted by h 1 L and h 1 L K . When deformation conditions are favorable we have the inequality h 1 L ě h 1 L K , and in the balanced case the equality h 1 L " h 1 L K . We remark that known methods to produce finitely ramified liftings succeed only when these dimensions satisfy the favorable inequality h 1 L ě h 1 L K . As we are assuming the deformation conditions are smooth at places in S (e.g., minimal deformation conditions), the corresponding deformation ring R S has a presentation as a quotient W pkqrrX 1 ,¨¨¨, X r ss{pf 1 ,¨¨¨, f s q, with r " h 1 L , is ramified at all the primes in Q. This allows one to prove that the cotangent space at π is finite, and in fact we can compute it to be exactly ' q W pkq{p d (Theorem 3.1). Wiles's numerical criterion, which we attempt to enhance in §5 (Proposition 5.1), suggests that if we can verify his numerical coincidence #Φ π " #W pkq{η π , with Φ π the cotangent space of π and η π " πpAnn R SYQ pKer πqq, in this situation we could get a grip on R SYQ (and hence R S ). The depth of πpAnn R SYQ pKer πqq is related to congruences between π and other augmentations, and we produce in a sense optimal level lowering congruences to ρ Q´new SYQ . This still falls short of getting the Wiles numerical coincidence, but is suggestive of it.
Here is a description of the contents of the paper. In the key §2 we prove our main theorem Thereom 2.16. In §3 we give an exact computation of Selmer groups associated to the Galois representation we construct and prove that it is a smooth point of the relevant deformation ring. In §4 we illustrate the use of our main theorem, in conjuction with Wiles's numerical isomorphism criterion, to prove automorphy lifting in the classical case. In §5 we refine Wiles's numerical isomorphism criterion, which was prompted by the motivation we mention above.
1.3. Notation. For a field K, Γ K will denote the absolute Galois group of K. If F is a number field and q is a prime of O F , the ring of integers of F , then the absolute Galois group of the completion of F at q will be denoted by Γ q with I q Ă Γ q denoting the inertia subgroup; we will implicitly identify, by making a choice, Γ q with a decomposition subgroup of Γ F . For X a finite set of (finite) primes of O F , Γ X denotes the group GalpF X {F q, where F X is the maximal extension of F (in a fixed algebraic closure) unramified outside primes in X (and the infinite primes). Throughout this paper we fix a rational prime p and denote let κ : Γ F Ñ Zp be the p-adic cyclotomic character; we also use κ to denote the characters arising from κ by restriction to subgroups of Γ F , on quotients of Γ F by subgroups containing Kerpκq, or by extension of scalars to any Z p -algebra R. We let k be a finite field of characteristic p and W pkq the ring of Witt vectors of k.
For M a finitely generated free module over a Z p -algebra R we let M _ denote the module Hom R pM, Rq. If M also has a Galois action we denote by M˚the Galois module Hom R pM, Rpκqq. For M a finite W pkq-module, ℓpM q denotes the length of M .
Let G be a split (connected) reductive group scheme over W pkq and let G sc be the simply connected cover of the derived group scheme G der " rG, Gs; we assume that G der is almost simple. 1 Here is an example suggested by Boxer and Calegari which illustrates that favorable deformation conditions may not always imply that the generic fiber of the corresponding deformation ring has the expected relative dimension h 1 L´h 1 L K . Consider 2-dimensional ordinary representations for a CM field K with totally real subfield F ,ρ : ΓK Ñ GL2pkq, and impose the favorable deformation condition that the weights are equal at complex conjugate places of K above p. Then the dimension of the ordinary deformation ring ofρ will be bigger than the expected dimension (" 0) ifρ is restricted from the totally real subfield. The locus of lifts which come by restriction from F gives a component of dimension rF : Qs. The "discrepancy" of the actual dimension from the expected one is explained by functoriality.
Let µ : G Ñ C be the maximal torus quotient of G. Let g be the Lie algebra of G and g der the Lie algebra of G der ; it is also the kernel of the map on Lie algebras induced by µ. We assume that p is sufficiently large so that the Killing form induces a G-equivariant isomorphism of g der and its linear dual (see, e.g. [Sel57] , for explicit bounds on p).
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Quantitative level lowering for Galois representations
The main result of this section is Thereom 2.16. We begin by introducing nice primes and prove several local results related to them. After this, the main theorem is stated precisely in §2.4. We then prove some global lemmas and the main steps of the proof are given in §2.7, 2.8 and 2.9.
Let F be a number field and andρ : Γ F Ñ Gpkq a continuous homomorphism. Let S be a finite set of primes of O F including all primes ramified inρ and all primes lying over p; henceforth we viewρ as a map Γ S Ñ Gpkq. Fix ν : Γ S Ñ CpW pkqq a continuous lift of the map µ˝ρ : Γ S Ñ Cpkq and use the same notation for all maps induced by ν (in the same way as for κ). All (local and global) deformations that we consider will have "fixed determinant", i.e., give ν after composing with µ.
Denote byρpg der q the composition ofρ with the adjoint representation of Gpkq on g der k . The tangent space of the fixed determinant deformation functor corresponding toρ is given by H 1 pΓ S ,ρpg der qq, where Γ is a local or global Galois group.
From now on, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we make the following assumption onρ:
Assumption 2.1.ρpΓ S q contains the image of G sc pkq in Gpkq.
Remark 2.2. If p is a "very good" prime for G, it follows from [Ste16, Theorem 43] that g der k is an absolutely irreducible representation of G sc pkq; moreover, the only F p rG sc pkqs-submodules of g der k are 0 and g der k . To see the "moreover", we observe that by Steinberg's theorem the F p rG sc pF p qssubmodules of g der Fp are 0 and g der Fp , and g der Fp generates g der k as an F p rG sc pkqs-module. It then follows from the first condition that h 0 pΓ S ,ρpg der" h 0 pΓ S ,ρpg der q˚q " 0, so the global deformation functor is representable.
2.1. Nice primes. Under our assumptions onρ we prove the existence of (a Chebotarev set of) primes q that will make up the auxiliary set Q of Theorem 2.16.
(1) Normpqq is not congruent to˘1 mod p;
(2)ρpI" t1u andρpFrobis a regular semisimple element of Gpkq;
(3) there is a unique root α of ΦpG, T q, with T the identity component of the centralizer of ρpFrobin G (assumed to be a maximal split torus of G), such that Γ q acts on g α (the corresponding root space) by κ.
The uniqueness of the root α, which is not needed simply to kill dual Selmer, plays an essential role in our proofs.
Proposition 2.4. Letρ be as above and assume in addition that:
‚ rF pµ p q : F s " p´1;
‚ p´1 is greater than the maximum of 8#Z G sc and
where h is the Coxeter number of G and Z G sc is the (finite) centre of G sc . Then
(1) h 1 pGalpK{F q,ρpg der" h 1 pGalpK{F q,ρpg der q˚q " 0, where K " F pρpg der q, µ p q;
(2) there exists a non-empty Chebotarev set of nice primes forρ.
Proof. We follow the proof of [Pat16, Theorem 6.4]. Set L " F pµ p q X F pρpg der qq. It is shown after the proof of [Pat16, Lemma 6.6] that rL : F s #Z G sc , so the two assumptions together imply that F pµ p q Ć F pρpg der qq. Then (1) follows from [Pat16, Lemma 6.6].
The differences in our setup as compared to that of [Pat16, Theorem 6 .4] are the extra conditions (1) and (3) in the definition of nice primes, so we explain the necessary modifications.
Claim 2.5. There is a regular semisimple element x PρpΓ L qX G der pkq contained in a split maximal torus T of G and a root α P ΦpG, T q, such that ‚ βpxq ‰ αpxq for any root β ‰ α, ‚ αpxq lies in GalpF pµ p q{Lq, where we use the canonical identification GalpF pµ p q{F q -Fp , ‚ αpxq ‰˘1.
Assuming the claim, choose τ P Γ L so thatρpτ q " x. Then there exists σ P GalpK{Lq such that ‚ σ Þ Ñ τ | F pρpg derP GalpF pρpg der qq{Lq, ‚ σ Þ Ñ αpxq P GalpF pµ p q{F q. The desired Chebotarev set of nice primes is the set of primes q of O F whose Frobenius element in GalpK{F q is (conjugate to) σ. The image of σ in G ad pkq is equal to the image of x, so the image of σ in Gpkq lies in T pkq and is regular semisimple.
We now prove the claim: For any generator g P kˆ, we let t " g #Z G sc 2 or t " g #Z G sc depending on whether #Z G sc is even or odd. The element 2ρ _ pgq (where 2ρ _ is the sum of the positive coroots) is in the image of G sc pkq, hence inρpΓ F q, so by the discussion at the beginning of the proof 2ρ _ ptq PρpΓ L q. It is regular, since for all positive roots β, βpxq " t 2htβ , the maximum height of a root is h´1, and none of t 2 , t 4 , . . . , t 2h´2 equals 1 (or even´1) by our assumption on p. Also, for any positive root β, βpxq P GalpF pµ p q{Lq.
We then take α to be the highest root (usually denoted by δ), i.e., the unique positive root of height h´1. All the elements t 2 , t 4 , . . . , t 2h´2 , t´2, t´4, . . . , t´p 2h´2q of kˆare distinct (and not equal to˘1) by our assumptions on p, so αpxq ‰ βpxq for any root β ‰ α, proving the claim.
Remark 2.6. The bounds for p in Proposition 2.4 are not the best possible and can be improved for particular choices of G. If G " GL 2 and p ě 5 then rL : F s ď 2, so the condition F pµ p q Ć F pρpg der(used in the proof) is satisfied whenever rF pµ p q : F s ą 2. Also, from [DDT97, Lemma 2.48] one sees that the vanishing in (1) holds whenever |k| ą 5 or k " F 5 andρpΓ F q " GL 2 pF 5 q.
Let α be the standard positive root and set d :" rF pµ p q : Ls. SinceρpΓ L q Ą SL 2 pkq, if rL : F s " 2 we may take x to be
for a any generator of Fp . Then αpxq " a pp´1q{d ‰˘1 if d ą 2. If F " L we may take x to be
for a any generator of Fp . Then αpxq " a 2pp´1q{d ‰˘1 if d ą 4. In either case, we see that the bulleted conditions in Claim 2.5 are satisfied if rF pµ p q : F s ą 4 and so (2) also holds in this case. Now suppose rF pµ p q : F s " 4 andρpΓ F q Ą GL 2 pF p q. If F " L we may take x to be
b " a pp´1q{4 and a any generator of Fp . Then αpxq " b ‰˘1 so again (2) holds. If F ‰ L, suppose that detpρq is κ (resp. κ´1), so p " 5 (sinceρpΓ F q Ą GL 2 pF p q). Without appealing to (the proof of) Proposition 2.4, one sees in this case that we may take any prime whose Frobenius in GalpF pρq{F q is
Lemma 2.7. Let p ě 5 be a very good prime for G and let H be a subgroup of G ad pW pkq{p n W pkqq whose image in G ad pkq contains the image of G sc pkq. Then (1) H contains the kernel of the reduction map G ad pW pkq{p n W pkqq Ñ Gpkq.
(2) For t ď n, let H t be the image of H in G ad pW pkq{p t W pkqq. The sequence
is nonsplit for all t ě 2. Here K t is the kernel of the reduction map H t Ñ H t´1 which, using (1), can be seen to be isomorphic to g der k . Proof. This is a simple consequence of results from [Vas03] .
To prove (1), let H 1 be the inverse image of H in G sc pW pkqq. Since H contains the image of G sc pkq, it follows that H 1 surjects onto G sc pkq so by [Vas03, Theorem 1.3] H 1 " G sc pW pkqq. Since p is very good, the map on Lie algebras induced by the homomorphism G sc Ñ G ad is an isomorphism, so KerpG sc pW pkqq Ñ G sc pkqq maps onto KerpG ad pW pkqq Ñ G ad pkqq, giving (1).
The statement in (2) for t " 2 is Propostion 4.4.1 of [Vas03] , where it is the main ingredient in the proof of the main theorem. In fact, in our setting of a split group with p ě 5 a very good prime, (2) can be reduced to the case of SL 2 (see the first paragraph of loc. cit.). In this case it follows from the fact that the matrix A " " 1 p t´2 0 1 ‰ , viewed as an element of SL 2 pW pkq{p t´1 W pkqq, is of order p but there is no matrix of order p in SL 2 pW pkq{p t W pkqq reducing to A.
The following analogue of Fact 5 from [KLR05] plays a crucial role in allowing us to find nice primes with various desired properties.
Lemma 2.8. Let ρ n be a deformation ofρ to W pkq{p n W pkq. Let tf 1 , f 2 , . . . , f r u be linearly independent in H 1 pΓ F ,ρpg derand tφ 1 , φ 2 , . . . , φ s u be linearly independent in H 1 pΓ F ,ρpg der q˚q. Let K " F pρpg der q, µ p q as before, and let K f i (resp. K φ j ) be the fixed field of the kernel of the restriction of f i (resp. φ j ) to Γ K . Then as a krGalpK{F qs-module GalpK f i {Kq (resp. GalpK φ j {Kq) is isomorphic toρpg der q (resp.ρpg der q˚). Let K Pn be the fixed field of the kernel of the composite of ρ n with the adjoint representation GpW pkq{p n W pkqq Ñ GLpg der W pkq{p n W pkq q. Then each of the fields K f i , i " 1, . . . , r, K φ j , j " 1, . . . , s, K Pn , Kpµ p n q is linearly disjoint over K with the compositum of the others.
Let L " F pµ p q X F pρpg der qq, and let x PρpΓ L q X G der pkq, T and α be as in Claim 2.5. For i " 1, 2, . . . , r, let a i P g der k be any element fixed by x and for j " 1, 2, . . . , s, let b j P pg der k q _ be any element on which x acts by α´1pxq. Furthermore, let y be any element of the image of ρ n reducing to x. There exists a Chebotarev set of nice primes q such that (1)ρpFrob" x, (2) for i " 1, 2, . . . , r, f i | Γq (which is an element of H 1 nr pΓ q ,ρpg derso can be viewed as a homomorphism Γ q {I q Ñ pg der k q Frobq ) is given by Frob q Þ Ñ a i , (3) for j " 1, 2, . . . , s, φ j | Γq (which is an element of H 1 nr pΓ q ,ρpg der q˚q so can be viewed as a homomorphism Γ q {I q Ñ ppg der k q˚q Frobq ) is given by Frob q Þ Ñ b j , (4) ρ m pFrob" y.
Proof. Our assumptions onρ and p and Remark 2.2 imply thatρpg der q andρpg der q˚are nonisomorphic absolutely irreducible representations of Γ F , so the statements about the images of the cocycles and linear disjointness of K f i and K φ j are immediate consequences of Proposition 2.4, (1).
We have to do a little more work in order to include K Pn . For this we consider the exact sequences
The first short exact sequence, viewed as an element of H 2 pGalpK{F q,ρpg der qq, is obtained by first restricting f i to Γ K and then applying the map H 1 pΓ K ,ρpg derGalpK{F q Ñ H 2 pGalpK{F q,ρpg derfrom the inflation-restriction sequence, the exactness of which then implying that this element is zero. Thus, the sequence splits and the same argument implies that the second sequence also splits. For any t ď n, let ρ t be the reduction of ρ n modulo p t . By Lemma 2.7 (1) the image ofρ t , the composite of ρ t with the adjoint representation as above, contains the image of G sc pW pkq{p n W pkqq. Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 2.7 (2) that the induced extensions 1 Ñ g der k Ñ Impρ t q Ñ Impρ t´1 q Ñ 1 are non-split for t ě 2.
Given the above, we get (strong) linear disjointness of all the K f i , K φ j and K Pn . The fact that Kpµ p n q is linearly disjoint from the compositum of all these fields follows from the fact that GalpK{F q acts trivially on GalpKpµ p n q{Kq while the Galois groups of the other extensions have no such non-trivial quotient.
To construct the desired Chebotarev set of nice primes we proceed as follows:
We apply (the proof) of Proposition 2.4 to get a Chebotarev set of nice primes q forρpg der q in O F determined by the choice of a suitable Frobenius element σ P GalpK{F q (with K " F pρpg der q, µ p q).
The conditions in (2), (3) and (4) are all Chebotarev conditions on the field extensions K f i {K, K φ j {K and K Pn {K and then the linear disjointness proved above implies that all these conditions can be realised simultaneously by choosing a suitable element of Galp r K{F q, with r K the compositum of all the K f i , K φ j and K Pn .
Local computations I.
2.2.1. Let Γ be the absolute Galois group of any local field with residue characteristic prime to p. We recall that for any W pkqrΓs-module M which is finite as a W pkq-module Tate's Euler characteristic formula states ([Mil06, Theorem 2.8]) :
Furthermore, if M is a free W pkq{p n -module for some n, then local Tate duality gives a perfect pairing ([Mil06, Corollary 2.3]):
2.2.2. From now on we will assume that all nice primes q we consider correspond to some fixed element ofρpΓ S q X T pkq (for a fixed split maximal torus T ) and a fixed root α P ΦpG, T q. That such primes suffice for our needs is due to Remark 2.2. To simplify notation in what follows, we fix isomorphisms of l α and gα with k; for l α we use the natural one corresponding to the map on Lie algebras induced by α _ but for gα there is no canonical choice. The spaces are unique, the choice is for the isomorphism. For nice primes q as above these isomorphisms are also isomorphisms as Γ q -modules. Using these identifications, for f P H 1 pΓ q ,ρpg derwe will denote by f pFrobthe element of k obtained by evaluating the l α component of f (which is a homomorphism Γ q Ñ k) at Frob q . Similarly, for φ P H 1 pΓ q ,ρpg der q˚q we will denote by φpFrobthe element of k corresponding to the gα component of φ. (These elements are well defined since Normpqq ı 1 mod p implies that H 1 pΓ q , kq " H 1 nr pΓ q , kq.) The lemma below is the reason why we work with nice primes rather than the more general class of primes used in [Pat16, §4.2]: without the uniqueness of the root α none of the statements would be true and we would not have enough control to make our global arguments work.
Lemma 2.9. For q a nice prime forρ we have:
(1) h 1 pΓ q ,ρpg der qq´h 0 pΓ q ,ρpg der" 1.
(2) h 1 pΓ q ,ρpg der qq´dim N q " 1.
(
Proof. Let χ : Γ q Ñ kˆbe any character and denote the associated Γ q -module by kpχq. We then have that H i pΓ q , kpχqq " 0 for all i if χ is not trivial or the cyclotomic character: this wellknown fact follows from (2.2) and (2.1) since the computation of h 0 is trivial, h 2 is computed using duality, and then h 1 can be determined using the vanishing of the Euler characteristic. For the trivial character we have h 0 pΓ q , kq " h 1 pΓ q , kq " 1 and h 2 pΓ q , kq " 0 and for the cyclotomic character κ we have h 0 pΓ q , kpκqq " 0 and h 1 pΓ q , kpκqq " h 2 pΓ q , kpκqq " 1.
From the definition of niceness, it follows thatρpg der q˚is a sum of characters of Γ q , precisely one of which is trivial, so h 0 pΓ q ,ρpg der q˚q " h 2 pΓ q ,ρpg der" 1 which gives (1) using (2.1). The claim in (2) follows from (1) since ([Pat16, Lemma 4.11 (2)]) dimpN" h 1 nr pΓ q ,ρpg der" h 0 pΓ q ,ρpg der qq. To prove (3) and (4) we use the fact that H 1 nr pΓ q ,ρpg derpairs trivially with H 1 nr pΓ q ,ρpg der q˚q. We also have H 1 pΓ q , tq " H 1 nr pΓ q , tq since the action is trivial and H 1 pΓ q , g β q " H 1 nr pΓ q , g β q for any root β ‰ α (and this is nonzero iff the action on g β is trivial).
Thus, inv q pf Y φq in 3) is determined by the g α component of f and this pairs non-degenerately with the gα component of φ, so (3) follows. The proof of (4) is dual to this, so we skip the details.
Remark 2.10. While the proofs of parts (3) and (4) of Lemma 2.9 are dual to one another, we will apply them as asymmetrically stated, especially in Case 3) of the proof of Theorem 2.16.
2.3. The local condition at nice primes. For a root α P ΦpG, T q we denote by H α the subgroup of G generated by T and U α (the corresponding root subgroup of G), so α extends to a homomorphism H α Ñ G m . We let T α be the identity component of Kerpαq, t α its Lie algebra and let l α be the Lie algebra of the image of the coroot associated to α, so t " t α ' l α .
Associated to a nice prime q there is a smooth deformation condition D q introduced in [Pat16], generalizing the one introduced for GL 2 in [Ram02] . Lifts ρ : Γ q Ñ GpAq (ofρ| Γq Ñ Gpkq) to Artin local W pkq-algebras A with residue field k are in D q if they are p GpAq conjugate to lifts factoring through H α pAq and such that α˝ρ : Γ q Ñ Aˆis κ; this condition forces ρpIto be contained in
Definition 2.11. We will say that a lift ofρ to GpW pkq{p n W pkqq is special at a nice prime q if its restriction to Γ q lies in D q .
For α a root associated to a nice prime as constructed in Proposition 2.4, let G α be the subgroup of G generated by U α and U´α (which is isomorphic to SL 2 or P GL 2 ). Let S α be the subgroup of G generated by G α and T ; it is a (split) reductive group of semisimple rank one, so is isomorphic to GL 2ˆT 1 , SL 2ˆT 1 or P GL 2ˆT 1 , for some split torus T 1 . Henceforth, we fix such a decomposition with the property that α corresponds to the standard positive root of GL 2 , SL 2 or P GL 2 and T " T 1 D with D the (image of) the diagonal matrices in the first factor.
Lemma 2.12. Let q be a nice prime forρ and let ρ n : Γ F Ñ GpW pkq{p n W pkqq, n ě 2, be a lift of ρ.
(1) There is a Chebotarev class of nice primes q 1 such thatρpFrob"ρpFrob q 1 q, ρ n pFrob q 1 q P T pW pkq{p n W pkqq and ρ n is special at q 1 (with respect to the root α).
(2) There is a Chebotarev class of nice primes q 2 with Normpq 2 q " Normpq 1 q mod p n and such that ρ n pFrob q 2 q P T pW pkq{p n W pkqq is equal to ρ n pFrob q 1 q¨pA n , Id T 1 q, with q 1 as above and
Here A n is viewed as an element of SL 2 or GL 2 and in the P GL 2 case we replace it by its image in P GL 2 . Thus, ρ n is not special at q 2 but ρ n´1 is special at q 2 .
Proof. An element g P GpW pkq{p n W pkqq lies in T pW pkq{p n W pkqq iff its image in G ad pW pkq{p n W pkqq lies in T ad pW pkq{p n W pkqq, where T ad is the image of T in G ad . From this observation and Lemma 2.7 (1), (1) of this lemma follows by considering the extension K Pn Kpµ p n q{F and choosing an appropriate element in its Galois group. Item (2) follows in the same way once we note that the image of SL 2 pW pkq{p n W pkqq in GpW pkq{p n W pkqq is contained in ρ n pΓ F q by Lemma 2.7 (1).
Definition 2.13. Selmer group H 1 L pΓ X , M q is defined to be the kernel of the (global to local) restriction map
M˚q be the annihilator of L v with respect to the pairing 2.2. Then the dual Selmer group is defined to be H 1 L K pΓ X , M˚q. From now on we make the following additional assumption onρ.
Assumption 2.14. For each prime v in S we are given a smooth local deformation condition D v forρ| Γv with tangent space N v Ă H 1 pΓ v ,ρpg dersuch that the set of Selmer conditions N is balanced, i.e., dim H 1 N pΓ S ,ρpg der" dim H 1 N K pΓ S ,ρpg der q˚q.
Definition 2.15. An auxiliary set forρ is a finite set Q of nice primes (with Q X S " H) such that the new-at-Q Selmer group H 1 N pΓ SYQ ,ρpg der" 0. Here N is defined using the given local conditions at primes in S and the condition described above at primes q in Q. In this situation the versal deformation ring R Q´new SYQ , defined using the given local deformation conditions at v P S and the above conditions at q P Q, is isomorphic to W pkq.
Theorem 2.16. Letρ : Γ S Ñ Gpkq satisfy Assumptions 2.1 and 2.14 let p " charpkq be such that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.4 hold. Assume that the Selmer and dual Selmer groups ofρ with respect to the given local conditions at primes in S are nontrivial of (the same) dimension n. Then there exists a set Q " tq 1 , q 2 , . . . , q m u of nice primes, m P tn`1, n`3u, and an integer d ě 2 such that ‚ Q is auxiliary and the versal deformation ρ Q´new
Remark 2.17. Implicit in the formulation of the theorem is that ρ Q´new SYQ : Γ SYQ Ñ GpR Q´new SYQ q " GpW pkqq is ramified at all q P Q mod p d and is unramified at all q P Q mod p d´1 . The proof will show that we can in fact take d " 2.
Note that we are not claiming that ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i is ramified at all v P S Y Q i , although it would be nice to get this refinement of the theorem.
Example 2.18. Using Remark 2.6 one sees that if G " GL 2 , sufficient conditions for the main theorem to hold are thatρpΓ F q Ą SL 2 pkq and ‚ rF pµ p q : F s ą 4 (so we must have p ą 5), or ‚ rF pµ p q : F s " 4,ρpΓ F q Ą GL 2 pF p q, and -F pρpg derX F pµ p q " F , or detpρq is a power of the cyclotomic character κ.
As mentioned in the introduction, the theorem will be proved below using only Galois cohomology (and Chebotarev's theorem).
2.5. Global to local restriction maps.
2.5.1. Controlling the dimensions of Selmer and dual Selmer groups is fundamental to our arguments and the main tool for doing this is the Greenberg-Wiles formula ([DDT97, Theorem 2.19]):
where Xp8q denotes the union of X and the infinite primes of F and L v for an infinite prime is taken to be t0u.
The following result from global duality theory, which also plays an important role in our proofs, is the "exactness in the middle" of the Poitou-Tate exact sequence ([Mil06, Theorem 4.10 (b)]).
Theorem 2.19. Let X be a finite set of primes of F containing all primes above p and 8, and let M be a finitely generated and free W pkq{p n -module with a W pkq-linear action of Γ X . Consider the restriction maps
Then the sum of the local duality pairings of (2.2) induces a perfect pairing
2.5.2. Let X be a finite set of primes of O F containing S, and let ph v q vPX be a collection of elements of H 1 pΓ v ,ρpg der qq. We call ph v q vPX a local condition problem and we are interested in knowing whether there exists a global class h P H 1 pΓ X ,ρpg derwhose restriction at v P X is h v .
In general, such a class need not exist so let us suppose that this is the case, i.e., ph v q vPX is not in the image of the restriction map
We will show that there exists a Chebotarev set Q of nice primes q such that ph v q vPX is in the image of the map
Lemma 2.20. Let ph v q vPX be a local condition problem such that the line l spanned by ph v q vPX is not in the image of
Then the annihilator of l in À vPX H 1 pΓ v ,ρpg der q˚q does not contain the image of the map ResX :
Proof. By Theorem 2.19 the images of Res X and ResX are exact annihilators of one another, so
The latter condition is false by hypothesis, so the former is false as well.
Proposition 2.21. Let ph v q vPX be a local condition problem such that the line l spanned by it is not in the image of
Then there is a basis tζ 1 , . . . , ζ s , ζu of H 1 pΓ X ,ρpg der q˚q such that tζ 1 , . . . , ζ s u all annihilate l. Let Q be the Chebotarev set of nice primes satisfying ‚ ζ i | Γq " 0 for i " 1, 2, . . . , s and ‚ the gα component of ζ| Γq is nonzero. Then for any q P Q, the image of
Proof. By Lemma 2.20 we may choose a basis tζ 1 , . . . , ζ s , ζu of H 1 pΓ X ,ρpg der q˚q as required and we also have ResXpζq R Annplq. We may also assume that the ζ i are ordered so that they first include a basis of X 1 X pρpg der q˚q (" KerpResXq). The assumptions onρ and the linear disjointness from Lemma 2.8 imply that Q as in the statement is a set of primes of positive density.
For v P X, let L v " H 1 pΓ v ,ρpg derand also let L q " H 1 pΓ q ,ρpg der qq. Let L " pL v q vPX and let L 1 " pL v q vPXYtqu . Comparing the Greenberg-Wiles formula (2.3) applied to L and L 1 , we see that
(2.4)
h 1 pΓ XYtqu ,ρpg der" h 1 pΓ X ,ρpg der qq`h 1 pΓ q ,ρpg der qq´h 1 nr pΓ q ,ρpg der. We now compare the kernels of
For this we let L v " 0 for v P X, L q " H 1 pΓ q ,ρpg derand L " pL v q vPX , L 1 " pL v q vPXYtqu and apply the Greenberg-Wiles formula as in (2.4). Now H 1 L K pΓ X ,ρpg der q˚q " H 1 pΓ X ,ρpg der q˚q which has basis tζ 1 , . . . , ζ s , ζu. As L K q " 0, ζ i | Γq " 0 and ζ| Γq ‰ 0, we have that H 1 L 1K pΓ XYtqu ,ρpg der q˚qq is the span of tζ 1 , . . . , ζ s u. Combining (2.4) and (2.5) we get (2.6) ph 1 pΓ XYtqu ,ρpg der qq´dim KerpRes X XYtqu qq´pph 1 pΓ X ,ρpg der qq´dim KerpRes X" 1 Thus, the rank of Res X XYtqu is one greater than the rank of Res X . If l Ę ImpRes X XYtqu q, then ImpRes X q is of codimension at least two in l`ImpRes X XYtqu q, so Annpl`ImpRes X XYtquis of codimension at least two in AnnpImpRes X qq. However, by Theorem 2.19 the latter space is precisely the image of ResX, so spanned by the (images of) ζ i and ζ. By construction, all the ζ i annihilate l and since ζ i | q " 0 for all i, it follows by reciprocity that all the ζ i also annihilate ImpRes X XYtqu q. We conclude that l Ď ImpRes X XYtqu q.
2.6. Infinitesimal adjustment of lifts. The process of "adjusting" a representation ρ : Γ F Ñ GpW pkq{p m W pkqq, m ą 0, by a cocyle (representing) f P H 1 pΓ F ,ρpg derto get another representation ρ 1 : Γ F Ñ GpW pkq{p m W pkqq plays a key role in the sequel. We recall here what this means: the kernel of the reduction map GpW pkq{p m W pkqq Ñ GpW pkq{p m´1 W pkqq is naturally identified [Til96, §3.5] with g k using the first order exponential map and the generator p m´1 of the kernel of the reduction map W pkq{p m W pkq Ñ W pkq{p m´1 W pkq. We denote this identification by x Þ Ñ exppp m´1 xq, x P g k .
For ρ, f as above, the map ρ 1 : Γ F Ñ GpW pkq{p m W pkqq given by γ Þ Ñ exppp m´1 f pγqq¨ρpγq is a continuous homomorphism, equivalent to ρ mod p m´1 . Moreover, since f takes values in g der k Ă g k and g der is the kernel of the map on Lie algebras induced by µ : G Ñ C, the maps µ˝ρ and µ˝ρ 1 from Γ F to CpW pkq{p n W pkqq are equal.
Definition 2.22. We call ρ 1 the representation obtained from ρ by adjusting it by f and denote it by exppp m´1 f qρ.
We use similar notation when Γ F is replaced by Γ v , for v a prime of O F . 2.7. A matricial condition for auxiliary sets. Recall that N " pN v q vPS is the set of tangent spaces to the (balanced) smooth local deformation conditions pD v q vPS from Assumption 2.14.
Let tf 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n u be a basis of H 1 N pΓ S ,ρpg derand tφ 1 , φ 2 , . . . , φ n u a basis of H 1 N K pΓ S ,ρpg der q˚q. By Assumption 2.1 and Remark 2.2, it follows that f i | Γ K : Γ K Ñ g der k , K " F pρpg der q, µ p q, is a surjective homomorphism and similarly for φ i | Γ K . Therefore, using the Chebotarev density theorem and Lemma 2.8, we may pick a setQ " tq 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n u of nice primes forρ such that
Lemma 2.23. If we augment N by using the condition of §2.3 at the primes inQ, then the Selmer groups H 1 N pΓ SYQ ,ρpg derand H 1 N K pΓ SYQ ,ρpg der q˚q are both trivial, soQ is auxiliary. Proof. The third condition on f i implies that f i | Γq i R N q i and the third condition on φ i implies Note that not all the conditions imposed above are necessary forQ to be auxiliary, but they will all be used later in the proof of Theorem 2.16.
Lemma 2.24. Let X " S YQ withQ auxiliary and let tq n`1 , q n`2 , . . . , q n`s u be a set of nice primes forρ disjoint from X. The kernel of the restriction maps
is one dimensional and we let f n`i be any nonzero element in it. ThenQ Y tq n`1 , q n`2 , . . . , q n`s u is auxiliary iff the matrix rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jďs is invertible.
SinceQ is auxiliary, both H 1 L pΓ X ,ρpg derand H 1 L K pΓ X ,ρpg der q˚q vanish and so H 1 L 1K pΓ XYtq n`i u ,ρpg der q˚q also vanishes since it is contained in H 1 L K pΓ X ,ρpg der q˚q. Applying the Greenberg-Wiles formula (2.3) as in (2.4) we get (2.7)
h 1 L 1 pΓ XYtq n`i u ,ρpg der" h 1 pΓ q n`i ,ρpg der qq´h 1 nr pΓ q n`i ,ρpg der.
Since h 1 nr pΓ q n`i ,ρpg der" h 0 pΓ q n`i ,ρpg der qq, it follows from (2.1) that the RHS of (2.7) equals h 2 pΓ q n`i ,ρpg der qq. By (2.2), this is equal to h 0 pΓ q n`i ,ρpg der q˚q " 1 by the uniqueness of the root α in the definition of nice primes.
Let K be the kernel of the restriction map
The set tf n`1 , f n`2 , . . . , f n`s u spans an s-dimensional subspace of K since f n`i is ramified at q n`i but not at q n`j for i ‰ j. Applying the Greenberg-Wiles formula (2.3) one sees that dimpKq " s, so we have equality. Thus, the set is auxiliary iff the map Spanptf n`1 , f n`2 , . . . , f n`s uq Ñ s à j"1 H 1 pΓ q n`j ,ρpg derN q n`j is an isomorphism. Each quotient on the RHS is one dimensional by (2) of Lemma 2.9 and the image is spanned by the row vectors rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďjďs , so the lemma follows.
2.8. Controlling the kernel of a restriction map. In §2.7 we have chosen a setQ of nice primes forρ satisfying a list of conditions. By Lemma 2.23Q is auxiliary, so the ring R Q´new SYQ is W pkq and ρ Q´new SYQ : Γ SYQ Ñ GpW pkqq.
Let n i be the minimum of the set of integers such that ρQ´n ew SYQ is ramified modulo p n i at q i . Set d to be the minimum of all the n i if this is not 8, else set d " 2. For each v P S YQ, choose g v P H 1 pΓ v ,ρpg deras follows:
-If ρQ´n ew SYQ is unramified modulo p d´1 at q i but is ramified modulo p d then choose 0 ‰ g q i P N q i such that exppp d´1 g q i qpρQ´n ew SYQ | Γq i q modulo p d is unramified at q i . This g q i is ramified at q i . -Otherwise choose g q i to be any ramified element of N q i .
The point of these choices is that for all a P k, exppp d´1 ag v qpρQ´n ew SYQ | Γv q is in the smooth local deformation condition D v for v P S YQ and when a ‰ 1 it is ramified at v " q i PQ. However, the triviality of the Selmer groups implies that the local deformation problem pg v q vPSYQ is not solvable.
By Proposition 2.21, there exists a Chebotarev set of nice primes Q 0 such that for q P Q 0 there exists f pqq P H 1 pΓ SYQYtqu ,ρpg dersuch that f pqq | Γv " g v for all v P S YQ. We would like to use q P Q 0 as q n`1 , so want all the setsQ Y tq n`1 u´tq i u to be auxiliary.
In order for this to hold, we need that the nˆpn`1q matrices rf i pFrob q j qs and rφ i pFrob q j qs are invertible after deleting any column. To ensure this, using Lemma 2.8 we impose the further condition that f i pFrob q n`1 q " 1 for all i. This is independent of the conditions in Proposition 2.21 since they involve cocycles forρpg der q as opposed toρpg der q˚. We also require that (2.8) ρQ´n ew SYQ pFrob q n`1 q P T pW pkq{p d W pkqq mod p d is as in Lemma 2.12 (2) (so ρQ´n ew SYQ is not special at q n`1 ). To see that this is achievable we use that our hypotheses on p and ρ and Lemma 2.7 imply that the kernel of the reduction map GpW pkq{p d W pkqq Ñ GpW pkq{pW pkqq is contained in the image of ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d . This is also independent from the previously imposed conditions by Lemma 2.8.
Finally, we also require that φ i pFrob q n`1 q ‰ 0 for all i.
Lemma 2.25. These conditions do not conflict with the conditions imposed in Proposition 2.21
This is not obvious since both sets of conditions involve cocycles with values inρpg der q˚.
Proof. For v P S we have g v " 0 and for q j PQztq i u, we have by assumption that φ i | Γq j " 0. Thus,
However, inv q i pg q i , φ i q ‰ 0 by Lemma 2.9 (3), so Res SYQ pφ i q is not in the annihilator of the line l spanned by pg v q vPSYQ . It follows that writing φ i " a i ζ`ř j b i,j ζ j , where tζ 1 , . . . , ζ s , ζu is the basis of H 1 pΓ SYQ ,ρpg der q˚q as in Proposition 2.21, we have a i ‰ 0. By evaluating the RHS at Frob q n`1 , bearing in mind the conditions of Proposition 2.21, we see that φ i pFrob q n`1 q ‰ 0.
Thus, the nonempty Chebotarev set of nice primes q P Q 0 satisfying:
Lemma 2.26. ForQ as above and any q P Q 0 , f pqq spans the one dimensional kernel of the restriction map
Proof. The fact that the kernel is one dimensional follows from the same argument as in the first part of the proof of Lemma 2.24. Since g v P N v for v P S YQ, f pqq lies in the kernel and is nonzero, so it must span.
2.9. Proof of Theorem 2.16.
Proof of Theorem 2.16. Denote the density of the set of nice primes Q 0 constructed in §2.8 by t 0 . At least one of the following must be true:
(1) D q P Q 0 such that f pqq pFrob‰ 0, 1 , (2) D Q 1 Ă Q 0 having positive upper density such that q P Q 1 ñ f pqq pFrob" 1 , (3) D Q 1 Ă Q 0 having positive upper density such that q P Q 1 ñ f pqq pFrob" 0 .
We expect that all three cases do actually occur, but this seems difficult to verify so we prove the theorem by considering all three cases separately. For a prime q n`i we use the more compact notation f n`i instead of f pq n`i q . At various points in the proof we will, for auxiliary sets A and B, move from ρ A´new SYA mod p d to ρ B´new SYB mod p d by adjusting by one or two cohomology classes. While our choices may seem arbitrary, since A and B are auxiliary, there is exactly one class that works and after adjustment by this class the problem is uniquely liftable.
In each case we must determine the auxiliary sets Q and Q i as in Theorem 2.16, show that ρ Q´new SYQ is ramified at all q P Q and also that ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i is unramified and not special at q i . Note that exppp d´1 f n`1 qρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is only special at q n`1 in Case 2).
Proof of Case (1) Choose any q n`1 P Q 0 such that f pq n`1 q pFrob q n`1 q " a ‰ 0, 1 and set Q "Q Y tqu, Q i " Qztq i u, i " 1, 2, . . . , n.
We first show that Q and all Q i are auxiliary. Recall that for v P S YQ, f n`1 | Γv P N v . The map
is an isomorphism sinceQ is auxiliary and by Lemma 2.26 the kernel of the map
is spanned by f n`1 . As f n`1 pFrob q n`1 q ‰ 0, so f n`1 | Γq n`1 R N q n`1 , the restriction map
is an injection, so Q is auxiliary.
Using the third part of (2.9) and the first part of (2.10) we see that the nˆpn`1q matrix F " rf i pFrob q j qs (resp. Φ " rφ i pFrob q j qs) is the identity matrix with an extra column all of whose entries are 1 (resp. nonzero). Such matrices are invertible upon the deletion of any column so by Lemma 2.23 the sets Q i are all auxiliary.
We now show that ρ Q´new SYQ is ramified at all q i P Q. Recall that for 1 ď i ď n, f i | Γq i R N q i and for v P S YQztq i u, f i | Γv P N v . By (2.8) we know that ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is not special at q n`1 but is special at all v P S YQ. We adjust ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d by 1 a f n`1 , i.e., we consider the representation ρ 1 " exppp d´1 1 a f n`1 qpρQ´n ew SYQ q mod p d . Then ρ 1 is special at q n`1 and is also ramified at q n`1 since f n`1 is. As f n`1 | Γv P N v for all v P S YQ, ρ 1 is liftable at all v P S YQ so (by uniqueness) we have ρ 1 " ρ Q´new SYQ mod p d . As a ‰ 1, 1 a f n`1 | Γq i " 1 a g q i ‰ g q i , so this class introduces ramification at all q i that were unramified and does not remove ramification at any q i . Thus ρ Q´new SYQ is ramified at all primes of Q and this ramification occurs mod p d for all these primes.
It remains to show that ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i mod p d is not special at q i . As Q n`1 "Q and ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is not special at q n`1 the i " n`1 case is settled.
When 1 ď i ď n, to get from ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d to ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i mod p d we need to remove ramification at q i and make the representation nonspecial there while preserving liftability at all other primes. As f n`1 | Γv " g v , adjusting by f n`1 removes the ramification at q i (and perhaps some other q j ) while preserving specialness and liftability there. Our Case 1) assumption implies that this adjustment also keeps the representation nonspecial at q n`1 . Recall f i pFrob q i q " f i pFrob q n`1 q " 1. Adjusting further by a suitable nonzero multiple of f i makes the representation special at q n`1 and nonspecial at q i as desired. As f i is in the Selmer group for S and trivial when restricted to Γ q j for j ď n, j ‰ i, the representation remains liftable at all other primes.
Proof of Case (2)
The sets Q and Q i of Case (1) are auxiliary in this case as well, but we cannot use them as we cannot guarantee ramification of ρ Q´new SYQ at all q i P Q. The problem is that as f n`1 pFrob q n`1 q " 1, adjusting by f n`1 makes the representation special at q n`1 and liftable at all other primes, but will remove ramification at all q i at which ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is ramified. We will need to add three primes toQ to form Q in this case.
Assume now that Q 1 " tq P Q 0 |f pqq pFrob" 1u has positive upper density. Note that Q 1 is almost certainly not a Chebotarev set, though this seems difficult to settle one way or the other.
In this case Q "Q Y tq n`1 , q n`2 , q n`3 u where q i P Q 1 are carefully chosen; the Q i will be described later. We will find three primes such that rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jď3 " I 3 . While we could make do with less, the argument is quite transparent with this choice of matrix. Also, our method shows that the techniques of [KLR05] can be strengthened with more effort.
Choose q n`1 P Q 1 . The nˆpn`1q matrices F " rf i pFrob q j qs and Φ " rφ i pFrob q j qs are the nˆn identity matrix augmented by a column with no zero entries (by the third line of (2.9) and the first line of (2.10)). For q n`2 P Q 1 , the matrix rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jď2 "
" 1 x z 1 ‰ . For our eventual 3ˆ3 matrix to be the identity we need x " z " 0.
We now choose an appropriate q n`2 . We need f n`1 pFrob q n`2 q " 0 and also f n`2 pFrob q n`1 q " 0. The first of these is a Chebotarev condition disjoint from those determining Q 0 and we will see that the second is as well! Dualizing the proof of Lemma 2.26 (taking L q " 0 instead of H 1 pΓ q ,ρpg der qq) one sees that for e P tn`1, n`2u, the map
has one dimensional kernel. Choose φ e to span this kernel and scale it-that this is possible follows from Lemma 2.9-so that for any h P H 1 nr pΓ qe ,ρpg der qq, inv qe ph Y φ e q " hpFrob qe q. The first equality below is the global reciprocity law. The second follows since for v P S YQ, f n`2 | Γv P N v and φ n`1 | Γv P N K v annihilate each other. 0 " ÿ vPSYtq 1 ,q 2 ,...,q n`2 u inv v pf n`1 Y φ n`2 q " inv q n`1 pf n`1 Y φ n`2 q`inv q n`2 pf n`1 Y φ n`2 q.
(2.12)
We then have f n`1 pFrob q n`2 q " 0 ô inv q n`2 pf n`1 Y φ n`2 q " 0 ô inv q n`1 pf n`1 Y φ n`2 q " 0 ô φ n`2 pFrob q n`1 q " 0, where the middle "iff" follows from (2.12) and the outer ones follow from the choice of φ e . We will need the set of q n`2 P Q 1 satisfying (2.13) pf n`1 , φ n`1 qpFrob q n`2 q " p0, 0q
to have positive upper density. Note that the complement of these two Chebotarev conditions on f n`1 and φ n`1 is a set of density t 0 p1´1 |k| 2 q within Q 0 . Suppose that for our choice of prime q n`1 the set of desired second primes in Q 1 has density 0. Rename q n`1 to ℓ 1 and let S 1 Ă Q 1 be the density 0 set of primes satisfying the above equation. Then Q 1 zptℓ 1 u Y S 1 q lies in a subset of Q 0 that is the complement of the conditions of (2.13) and which has density t 0 p1´1 |k| 2 q. Now choose ℓ 2 P Q 1 ztℓ 1 u. If the set of second primes, S 2 , that gives us the desired Frobenius matrix has density 0, then Q 1 zptℓ 1 , ℓ 2 u Y S 1 Y S 2 q is contained in a subset of Q 0 that is the complement of two sets of independent conditions (2.12). This set has density t 0 p1´1 |k| 2 q 2 . Continuing in this way, we get that Q 1 zptℓ 1 , ℓ 2 , . . . , ℓ r u Y S 1 Y S 2 Y¨¨¨Y S r q is contained in a set of density t 0 p1´1 |k| 2 q r . Since Q 1 has positive upper density, if each S i has density 0 then we get a contradiction for large r. Thus there is a q n`1 P Q 1 such that for a set Q 2 Ă Q 1 of positive density pf n`1 , φ n`1 qpFrob q n`2 q " p0, 0q ô f n`1 pFrob q n`2 q " 0, f n`2 pFrob q n`1 q " 0 .
Choose q n`2 P Q n`2 . For any q n`3 P Q 2 we then have rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jď3 " " 1 0 0 0 1 a 0 b 1 ı and we need a " b " 0. As before, f n`3 pFrob q n`2 q " 0 ô φ n`2 pFrob q n`3 q " 0 so we need the independent Chebotarev conditions (2.14)
pf n`2 , φ n`2 qpFrob q n`3 q " p0, 0q
to hold. Suppose for our choice of q n`2 there is no q n`3 P Q 2 satisfying (2.14). Repeating the same limiting argument as above, we see that we can find some other q n`2 P Q 2 so that there is a prime q n`3 P Q 2 satisfying (2.14).
We have thus found primes q n`1 , q n`2 , q n`3 so that rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jď3 " " 1 0 0
that Q is auxiliary then follows from Lemma 2.24. We now establish that ρ Q´new SYQ is ramified at all q P Q. To get from ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d to ρ Q´new SYQ mod p d requires making the representation special at q n`1 , q n`2 , q n`3 , so we adjust by h " f n`1f n`2`fn`3 . Observe that hpFrob q n`i q " 1 for i " 1, 2, 3, and for v P S YQ, h| Γv " 3g v P N v and h| Γv ‰ g v , so if ρQ´n ew SYQ is unramified at v we are introducing ramification and if it is ramified at v we are not removing the ramification. Also, adjusting by h introduces ramification at each of q n`1 , q n`2 , q n`3 and makes the representation special at each of these primes so this adjusted representation must be equal to ρ Q´new SYQ mod p d (which is then ramified at all q P Q).
For i ď n our choice of Q i depends on whether or not ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is ramifed at q i . We set
i " n`2, n`3 tq 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n u i " n`1 tq 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n`1 uztq i u i ď n, ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is unramifed at q i Qztq i , q n`3 u i ď n, ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is ramifed at q i .
When i " n`2, n`3, that Q i is auxiliary follows from Lemma 2.24 since the relevant principal minors of rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jď3 are invertible. That Q n`1 is auxiliary is clear since Q n`1 "Q.
For 1 ď i ď n we will show both choices of Q i are auxiliary; we need both to guarantee nonspecialness at q i . That the first choice of Q i is auxiliary was demonstrated in Case (1) when we saw that the nˆpn`1q matrices F " rf i pFrob q j qs and Φ " rφ i pFrob q j qs are the nˆn identity matrix augmented by a column with no zero entries. We now show our second choice of Q i is auxiliary. The set tq 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n , q n`1 uztq i u is auxiliary and the map
has kernel spanned by f i . We claim that the map (2.15) H 1 pΓ SYQYtq n`1 uztq i u ,ρpg derÑ à vPSYQztq i u H 1 pΓ v ,ρpg derN v also has kernel spanned by f i . Clearly f i is in the kernel and the only other possibility is that the kernel is two dimensional. If it were, then changing the target direct sum as below
would yield at least a one dimensional kernel which contradicts thatQ Y tq n`1 uztq i u is auxiliary. Thus the kernel of (2.15) is spanned by f i and so the kernel of (2.16)
is two dimensional. Set g n`1 " f i and g n`2 " f n`1´fn`2 . The 2ˆ2 matrix rg n`i pFrob q n`j qs " " 1 1 1´1 ‰ is invertible, so by (the proof of) Lemma 2.24
is an isomorphism and Q i is auxiliary. Finally, we show that ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i mod p d is not special at q i in all cases:
‚ i " n`2: to get from ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d to ρ Q n`2´n ew SYQ n`2 mod p d we adjust by h " f n`1`fn`3 to make the representation special at q n`1 and q n`3 . As hpFrob q n`2 q " 0, the action of Frob q n`2 on the g α component of exppp d´1 hqρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is given by multiplication by Normpq n`2 q´p d´1 so is not special. For v P S YQ, h| Γv " 2g v P N v , so adjusting by h keeps the representation liftable at v without removing ramification. We conclude as before by uniqueness. ‚ i " n`3: set h " f n`1`fn`2 and proceed as in the i " n`2 case. ‚ i " n`1: as Q n`1 "Q and ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is not special at q n`1 by construction we are done. ‚ i ď n: we go from ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d to ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i mod p d . Our starting point is not special at q i .
-If ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is unramified at q i then adjust by a (nonzero) multiple of f i to make the representation special at q n`1 . This makes the representation nonspecial at q i as desired (but preserves unramifiedness) and preserves liftability at the other primes in S YQ, so we are done. (If ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d were ramified at q i and we used this Q i , we would need to adjust by f n`1 to remove ramification at q i . But then the representation would be special at both q i and q n`i and liftable elsewhere. We need nonspecialness at q i , which is why we need the Q i below in the ramified case.)
-If ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is ramified at q i , then when going from ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d to ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i mod p d we need to make the representation special at q n`1 and q n`2 and unramified and nonspecial at q i . The cohomology class h that we use must satisfy: hpFrob q n`i q " 1 for i " 1, 2 (specialness at q n`1 , q n`2 ), h| Γq i " g q i`a nonspecial unramified class (removes ramification at q i and makes it nonspecial), h is unramified at q n`3 , h| Γv P N v for v P S YQztq i u (preserves liftability at these places). The class h " 1 2 pf i`fn`1`fn`2 q satisfies all these conditions, so we are done by uniqueness. Note that in this case the representation may become unramified at some v P S YQ (besides q i ).
Proof of Case 3)
This is the most delicate of the three cases and makes important use of parts 3) and 4) of Lemma 2.9.
Assume Q 1 " tq P Q 0 |f n`1 pFrob" 0u has positive upper density. Note that this is almost certainly not a Chebotarev set, but again this seems difficult to prove. Our set Q will beQ Y tq n`1 , q n`2 , q n`3 u for three carefully chosen primes in Q 1 such that the matrix rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jď3 " " 0 1 1
After constructing Q we will describe the sets Q i . Choose q n`1 P Q 1 . Then the map
has kernel spanned by f n`1 and since q n`1 P Q 1 ñ f n`1 | Γq n`1 P N q n`1 , we see that f n`1 spans the kernel of H 1 pΓ SYQYtq n`1 u ,ρpg derÑ à vPSYQYtq n`1 u H 1 pΓ v ,ρpg derN v as well. For q n`1 fixed, consider another prime q n`2 P Q 1 . The matrix rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jď2 " " 0 x z 0 ‰ and we want x " z " 1. As the kernel of
is spanned by tf n`1 , f n`2 u, Lemma 2.24 implies that S YQ Y tq n`1 , q n`2 u is auxiliary if this holds. For a potential second prime q n`2 P Q 1 , we need that f n`1 pFrob q n`2 q " 1 and this is a Chebotarev condition disjoint from the one determining Q 0 . We also need f n`2 pFrob q n`1 q " 1. For e P tn`1, n`2u, let φ e as before span the kernel of
and scale it as in (4) of Lemma 2.9. The first equality below is the global reciprocity law and the second holds as, for v P S YQ, f n`1 | Γv P N v and φ n`1 | Γv P N K v annihilate each other. The third uses parts (3) and (4) of Lemma 2.9; we finally see the reason for the asymmetry in our statements for these parts since we have the freedom to scale φ n`1 but not f n`2 as it comes from Proposition 2.21.
0 " ÿ vPSYtq 1 ,q 2 ,...,q n`2 u inv v pf n`2 Y φ n`1 q " inv q n`1 pf n`2 Y φ n`1 q`inv q n`2 pf n`2 Y φ n`1 q " f n`2 pFrob q n`1 q`γ q n`2 φ n`1 pFrob q n`2 q.
(2.17)
Note that γ q n`1 only depends on f n`2 and thus on q n`2 but not q n`1 . Since Q 1 has positive upper density and kˆis finite, there is a γ 0 P kˆand a subset Q 2 Ă Q 1 of positive upper density such that q P Q 2 ñ γ q " γ 0 . So for q n`1 , q n`2 P Q 2 , f n`2 pFrob q n`1 q`γ 0 φ n`1 pFrob qn`2 q " 0, or equivalently f n`2 pFrob q n`1 q "´γ 0 φ n`1 pFrob qn`2 q. Henceforth, we will only choose primes from Q 2 . Having chosen q n`1 P Q 2 , we want the set of q n`2 P Q 2 satisfying pf n`1 pFrob q n`2 q " 1 and f n`2 pFrob q n`1 q " 1q ô pf n`1 , φ n`1 qpFrob q n`2 q " p1,´1{γ 0 q to have positive upper density. Note that the complement of these two Chebotarev conditions associated to f n`1 and φ n`1 on primes of Q 2 forms a set of density t 0 p1´1 |k| 2 q within Q 0 . Suppose that for our choice of q n`1 the set of desired second primes q n`2 P Q 2 has density 0. Using the limiting argument as before, we see that by changing q n`1 there is a set Q 3 Ă Q 2 of positive upper density such that for q n`2 P Q 3 , f n`1 pFrob q n`2 q " 1 " f n`2 pFrob q n`1 q.
Having chosen q n`1 , for q n`2 , q n`3 P Q 3 we have rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jď3 " " 0 1 1 1 0 a 1 b 0 ı . We want a " b " 1, so we fix q n`2 and vary q n`3 . Choosing pf n`2 , φ n`2 qpFrob q n`3 q " p1,´1{γ 0 q is a pair of Chebotarev conditions independent of those determining Q 0 . If a q n`3 exists satisfying these conditions we are done. If not, using the same limiting argument as before we see that we can change q n`2 so that a q n`3 satisfying these conditions will indeed exist. Thus, we now have primes q n`1 , q n`2 , q n`3 such that rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jď3 " " 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 ı . We are now ready to settle Case (3). Set Q "tq 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n`1 , q n`2 , q n`3 u Q i " # tq 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n , q n`1 uztq i u i ď n`1 tq 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n`1 , q n`2 , q n`3 uztq i u i " n`2, n`3 .
That Q is auxiliary follows from Lemma 2.24. For i ď n`1, that Q i is auxiliary follows as before from the fact that the nˆpn`1q matrices F " rf i pFrob q j qs and Φ " rφ i pFrob q j qs are the nˆn identity matrix augmented by a column with no zero entries. That Q i is auxiliary for i " n`2, n`3 follows from Lemma 2.24 since the relevant principal minors of the matrix rf n`i pFrob q n`j qs 1ďi,jď3 are invertible.
We show that ρ Q´new SYQ mod p d is ramified at all primes in Q. To get from ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d to ρ Q´new SYQ mod p d requires making the representation special at q n`1 , q n`2 , q n`3 . The class h " 1 2 pf n`1`fn`2`fn`3 q satisfies hpFrob q n`i q " 1, so adjusting by this class yields specialness and ramification at q n`1 , q n`2 , q n`3 . Note that h| Γv " 3 2 g v for v P S YQ, so if ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is unramified at v we are introducing ramification and if it is ramified at v we are not removing ramification. By uniqueness as before, the adjusted representation must be equal to ρ Q´new SYQ mod p d which is therefore ramified at all primes q P Q.
It remains to show that ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i is not special at q i . Recall that ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i is unramified at q i and if ρQ´n ew SYQ is ramified at q i then the ramification first occurs mod p d .
‚ i " n`2: to get from ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d to ρ Q n`2´n ew SYQ n`2 mod p d we adjust by h " f n`1`fn`3 to make the representation ramified and special at q n`1 and q n`3 . As hpFrob q n`2 q " 2, the adjusted representation is not special at q n`2 . For v P S YQ, h| Γv " 2g v so the representation remains special (and ramified) for such a v. ‚ i " n`3: the same argument as above works with h " f n`1`fn`2 . ‚ i " n`1: this follows since Q n`1 "Q and ρQ´n ew SYQ is not special at q n`1 by construction.
‚ i ď n: we move from ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d to ρ Q i´n ew SYQ i mod p d . This breaks into two cases.
if ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is unramified at q i we use a nonzero multiple of f i to make the representation special at q n`1 . This keeps the representation unramifed at q i and also makes it nonspecial at q i .
if ρQ´n ew SYQ mod p d is ramified at q i , using that f n`1 | Γq i " g q i we adjust by f n`1 to remove ramification at q i . Then as f n`1 pFrob q n`1 q " 0, the representation at q n`1 is nonspecial before and after adjustment. Now use a nonzero multiple of f i to make the representation special at q n`1 . This keeps the representation unramified at q i and also makes the representation nonspecial at q i . This completes the proof of Case (3) of Theorem 2.16 and hence also the proof of the theorem.
An exact computation of Selmer groups
A simple consequence of Theorem 2.16 is that given suitableρ : Γ S Ñ Gpkq and a set S of primes of F (including all the ramified primes) together with balanced local conditions at these primes, there exists a finite set Q of nice primes such that R Q´new SYQ -W pkq and ρ Q´new SYQ is ramified at all primes q P Q. This was first proved for G " GL 2 in [KR03] and similar statements for GL n appear in [MMS17, Theorem 1] and for general G in [Pat16, Theorem 3.16].
We let ρ SYQ : Γ SYQ Ñ GpR SYQ q be the versal deformation representing the functor of deformations ofρ, where we allow arbitrary lifts at primes in Q but still require the lifts to be in the given local conditions D v at primes v P S. There is a natural surjection π : R SYQ Ñ R Q´new SYQ and we let η " Kerpπq.
Theorem 3.1. Letρ : Γ F Ñ Gpkq satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.16 and let Q be as in the conclusion of the theorem. For each q P Q, let m q be the smallest integer such that ρ Q´new SYQ is ramified at q modulo p mq . Then
in particular, η{η 2 is a finite W pkq-module and SpecpR Q´new SYQ q is an irreducible component of SpecpR SYQ q.
Finiteness of η{η 2 , in fact that η{η 2 is isomorphic to a submodule of ' qPQ W pkq{p mq W pkq, in the case G " GL 2 was first proved in [KR03] (where equality was conjectured), and a version of this statement for G " GL n was also proved in [MMS17, §4].
3.1. Selmer and dual Selmer groups modulo p n . Let K be the quotient field of W pkq. For any finitely generated free W pkq-module M let M 8 denote M b W pkq K{W pkq and for n ą 0 let M n -M {p n M denote the p n -torsion in M 8 . For each v P S Y Q and n ą 0, the choice of smooth local condition D v at each such prime, the given condition at primes in S and the one defined in §2.3 at primes in Q, gives rise to a W pkq-submodule N v,n Ă H 1 pΓ v , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q n q; see, for example, [FKP19, §4] . The module N v,1 is the tangent space of the deformation condition, denoted N v in §2.4. We let N K v,n Ă H 1 pΓ v , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der qnq denote the annihilator of N v,n with respect to the Tate duality pairing (generalising the one in 2.2). We let N v,8 Ă H 1 pΓ v , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q 8 q be the direct limit of all the N v,n .
We let N 1 v,n " N v for v P S and let N 1 v,n " H 1 pΓ v , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q n q for v P Q. -For ‚ being n or 8, we define the Selmer groups H 1 N‚ pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q ‚ q to be, as in Definition 2.13, the kernel of the map is an injection for all n;
(4) H 1 N 8,K pΓ v , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q˚q is annihilated by a power of p. Proof. Item (1) for ‚ " n follows from Lemma 6.1 of [FKP19] and the fact that since Q is auxiliary, the statement holds for n " 1, and for ‚ " 8 it follows by taking limits.
Item (2) follows from (1) since H 1 N 1K n pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der qnq is a submodule of H 1 N K n pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der qnq (which is immediate from the definitions).
Item (3) follows from the vanishing of H 1 Nn pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q n q in (1) and the definition of the Selmer groups.
For
The finite generation of g der as W pkq-module implies that kernel of the map H 1 pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der qnq Ñ H 1 pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q8q is killed by a power p av of p depending only on v, so the same holds for N K n,v {N n,K v . Then (1) implies that H 1 N 8,K pΓ v , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q˚q is killed by p a , where a " maxta v u vPSYQ , so (4) follows. Lemma 3.3. There is a canonical isomorphism
.40] for the proof in the case of GL n (which works in general).
Local computations II.
Let q be a nice prime forρ and let α be the root associated to q. Then by definition of the local condition at q ( §2.3), any deformation ofρ| Γq to W pkq in D q has a representative (up to p GpW pkqq-conjugacy) ρ : Γ q Ñ GpW pkqq factoring through H α pW pkqq. We fix such a ρ and we assume that it is ramified; let m ě 1 be the maximal integer such that ρ is unramfied modulo p m .
For any root β P ΦpG, T q such that β ‰˘α, we have that rg α , g β s Ă g α`β if α`β is a root and it is zero otherwise. It follows from this and the definition of H α , that as an H α -module (via the adjoint action) there is a decomposition
Furthermore, W α has a finite filtration, with each term a sum of root spaces, such that U α Ă H α acts trivially on the associated graded and as a T -module the associated graded is simply À β‰˘α g β with its natural T -action. This decomposition and filtration clearly induce a decomposition and filtration of g der as a Γ q -module.
Lemma 3.4.
(1) H 1 pΓ q , pW α q n q " 0 for all n ą 0;
(2) H i pΓ q , W α b W pkq Kq " 0 for i " 0, 1, 2;
(3) H i pΓ q , V α b W pkq Kq " 0 for i " 0, 1, 2;
(4) For all n ě m, H 1 pΓ q , pV α q n q "H 1 pΓ q {I q , pV α q Iq n q ' ImpH 1 pΓ q , pg α q n q Ñ H 1 pΓ q , pV α q n q -W pkq{p m ' W pkq{p m ;
(5) ImpH 1 pΓ q , pg α q 8 q Ñ H 1 pΓ q , pV α q 8 q " 0; (6) H 1 pΓ q , pV α q 8 q -W pkq{p m .
Proof. Items (1) and (2) follow by induction using the filtration discussed above and the fact that the analogous vanishing holds for each g β , with β ‰ α. This uses the assumption that q is a nice prime so the character giving the Γ q -action on g β is neither the trivial character nor the cyclotomic character κ.
For (3) we note that V α also has a filtration as Γ q -module
By the niceness assumption we have vanishing of all cohomology for g´α. We conclude by using the known cohomology of the trivial (for l α ) and cyclotomic (for g α ) characters and noting that the extension
is non-split since ρ is ramified. For (4) we first use the vanishing of all cohomology of g´α as above to replace V α by V 2 . We then use the exact sequences 0 Ñ pg α q n Ñ pV 2 q n Ñ pl α q n Ñ 0 , the known cohomology of the first and third (nonzero) terms and the structure of the action of I q (determined by the definition of D q ). This gives that pV α q Iq n " pg α q n 'pl α q m and H 1 pΓ q {I q , pV α q Iq n q -W pkq{p m (again using that q is a nice prime). The fact that ImpH 1 pΓ q , pg α q n q Ñ H 1 pΓ q , pV α q n q -W pkq{p m follows by considering the long exact sequence of cohomology associated to the short exact sequence above: the structure of the action of inertia implies that the image of the boundary map H 0 pΓ q , pl α q n q Ñ H 1 pΓ q , pg α q n q has image isomorphic to W pkq{p n´m .
The two submodules H 1 pΓ q {I q , pV α q Iq n q and ImpH 1 pΓ q , pg α q n q Ñ H 1 pΓ q , pV α q n q are seen to intersect trivially by using the map pV 2 q n Ñ pl α q n . We see that they generate all of H 1 pΓ q , pV α q n q by computing h 2 pΓ q , pV α q n q using (2.2) and then using (2.1) to compute h 1 pΓ q , pV α q n q.
Item (5) holds since a divisible W pkq-module which is killed by p m must be zero. Item (6) follows from (4) and (5) since the inclusions pl α q n Ñ pl α q 8 induce injections on (unramified) cohomology.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We apply the computations of Lemma 3.4 with ρ " ρ Q´new SYQ . The module N q,n Ă H 1 pΓ q , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q n q for q P Q corresponds to the summand ImpH 1 pΓ q , pg α q n q Ñ H 1 pΓ q , pV α q n' H 1 pΓ q , pt α X g der q so by (4) it follows that the quotient H 1 pΓv,ρ Q´new SYQ pg der qnq Nv,n is isomorphic to W pkq{p mq for all q P Q. To prove the theorem it suffices, by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, to show that the length of H 1 N 1 n pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q n q as W pkq-module is ř qPQ m q . This follows by comparing the Greenberg-Wiles formula for the Selmer conditions given by N n and N 1 n . Since the dual Selmer group for N 1 n vanishes by (2) of Lemma 3.2, it follows from (1) of that Lemma and the definitions of N n,v and N 1 n,v for all v P S Y Q, that the only contribution to the length of H 1 N 1 n pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q n q comes from the primes in Q. This contribution is precisely ℓpH 1 pΓ v , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q n qq´ℓpN v,n q " m q . Theorem 3.5.
Kq " 0 for all v P S, then it follows that H 2 pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new QYS pg der q b W pkq Kq " 0, and so ξ gives rise to a formally smooth (closed) point of SpecpRr1{psq.
Remark 3.6.
‚ The condition of H 2 pΓ v , ρ Q´new QYS pg der qb W pkq Kq " 0 is also phrased as saying that ρ Q´new QYS pg der q is generic at v. ‚ Instead of the condition H 2 pΓ v , ρ Q´new QYS pg der q b W pkq Kq " 0 for all v P S we could assume the stronger condition that H 2 pΓ v ,ρpg der" 0 for all v P S; this is perhaps more intrinsic since it does not depend on the set Q.
Proof. The first part follows from the fact that H 1 N K pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q˚b W pkq Kq " 0 which follows from Lemma 3.2, (4).
As the Poitou-Tate exact sequence gives that the dual of H 1 N K pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new SYQ pg der q˚b W pkq Kq surjects onto the kernel of H 2 pΓ SYQ , ρ Q´new QYS pg der q b W pkq Kq Ñ ' vPSYQ H 2 pΓ v , ρ Q´new QYS pg der q b W pkq Kq, we are done with the first part.
For the second part, by Tate duality it suffices to show that H 0 pΓ v , ρ Q´new QYS pg der q˚b W pkq Kq " 0 for all v P Q. This follows from the fact that ρ Q´new QYS is ramified for all v P Q, and by choice the primes in Q are nice forρ, so in particular:
-Normpqq is not 1 mod p; -there is a unique root α of ΦpG, T q, with T the identity component of the centralizer of ρpFrobin G (assumed to be a maximal split torus of G), such that Γ q acts on g α (the corresponding root space) by κ´1. The third part follows directly from the first two parts.
Level lowering mod p n (via Theorem 2.16) and modularity lifting
Using Theorem 2.16 applied to odd irreducible representationsρ : Γ Q Ñ GL 2 pkq we sketch a different proof of modularity lifting along the lines of §4 of [Kha03] .
We recall the situation of loc. cit and how when combined with the work in this paper one gets a different approach to automorphy lifting. We consider a semistableρ : G Q Ñ GL 2 pkq with a k a finite field of characteristic p ą 3, that arises from a newform f P S 2 pΓ 0 pN pρqp δ q with δ " 0, 1 according to whether ρ is finite flat at p or not. We assume that the minimal Selmer group forρ is non-zero (as otherwise we have an easy R " T theorem in the minimal case).
Consider a finite set of primes Q " tq 1 ,¨¨¨, q n u such that q i is not˘1 mod p and prime to N pρqp, that are special forρ, i..eρpFrob q i q has eignevalues with ratio q i . As in [Kha03] we define rings R Q´new Q that parametrize semistable deformations ofρ that have (in particular) determinant the p-adic cyclotomic character, unramified outside the primes that divide N pρqp and primes in Q, finite flat at p ifρ is finite flat at p, and Steinberg at Q. Now we define the related Hecke rings like T Q´new Q . For a subset α of Q consider the module H 1 pX 0 pN pρqp δ Qq, W pkqq α´new which is defined as the maximal torsion-free quotient of the quotient of H 1 pX 0 pN pρqp δ Qq, W pkqq by the W pkq-submodule spanned by the images of H 1 pX 0 pN pρqp δ Q, W pkqq 2 in H 1 pX 0 pN pρqp δ Qq, W pkqq, as q runs through the primes of α, under the standard degeneracy maps (here and below for a finite set of primes Q we abusively denote by Q again the product of the primes in it). We consider the standard action of Hecke operators T r for all primes T r (note that we are using T r for operators that normally get called U r ). By [DT94] there is a maximal ideal m of the W pkq-algebra generated by the action of these T r 's such that T r´ar P m for a r a lift to W pkq of the trace ofρpFrob r q and pr, N pρqp δ Qq " 1, and T r´αr P m for r|N pρqp δ Q, where α r is the unique root of the characteristic polynomial ofρpFrob r q congruent to˘1 when r|Q, it is the scalar by which (the arithmetic Frobenius) Frob r acts on the unramified quotient ofρ| Γr when r|N pρqp δ and p is ordinary forρ if r " p (if r " p andρ is not ordinary at p we take α r to be 0), andα r is any lift of α r to W pkq. Then we define T α´new Q to be the localisation at m of the W pkq-algebra generated by the action of these Hecke operators on the finite flat W pkq-module H 1 pX 0 pN pρqp δ Qq, W pkqq α´new . An analog of Lemma 1 gives that we have natural surjective maps R α´new Q Ñ T α´new Q (where we take care of the fact that all T r 's are in the image, including r|N pρqp δ Q, as in Section 2 of [W] relying on results of [Ca1]).
We need properties of T α´new Q that are accessible (see [Hel07] and [DT94] ) by exploiting another description of these algebras that we recall for orienting the reader (although we do not make explicit use of the alternative descriptions in this sketch). For this fix a subset β of the prime divisors of N pρqp δ . Denote by B α,β the quaternion algebra over Q ramified at the primes in α Y β and further at 8 if the cardinality n 1 " |α Y β| is odd. Denote by A the adeles over Q.
For the standard open compact subgroup U α,β :" U 0 pN pρqp δ Qα´1β´1q of the A-valued points of the algebraic group G α,β (over Q) corresponding to B α,β , G α,β pAq, we consider the coset space X U α,β " G α,β pQqzG α,β pAq{U α,β . Depending on whether n 1 is odd or even, this double coset space either is merely a finite set of points, or can be given the structure of a Riemann surface (that is compact if n 1 ‰ 0 and can be compactified by adding finitely many points if n 1 is 0). If n 1 is odd we consider the space of functions S U α,β :" tf : X U α,β Ñ W pkqu modulo the functions which factorise through the norm map, and in the case of n 1 even we consider the first cohomology of the corresponding Riemann surface X U α,β , i.e., S U α,β :" H 1 pX U α,β , W pkqq. These W pkq-modules have the standard action of Hecke operators T r (see Sections 2 and 3 of [DT1]). By the results of [DT] and the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence there is a maximal ideal that we denote by m again in the support of the W pkq-algebra generated by the action of the T r 's on S U α,β characterised as before. We denote the localisation at m of this Hecke algebra by T 1 αYβ´new Q . Then by the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, which gives an isomorphism T 1 αYβ´new Theorem 4.1. Letρ : Γ Q Ñ GL 2 pF p q be an odd, semistable, irreducible modular mod p ą 3 surjective representation that arises from S 2 pΓ 0 pN pρqp δ q. Assume that the minimal dual Selmer forρ is not zero. Then there is a finite set of primes Q " tq 1 ,¨¨¨, q r u that are special forρ such that:
, and the corresponding Galois representation ρ Q´new : Γ Q Ñ GL 2 pW pkqq, has the following properties: ‚ ρ Q´new pτ, for τ q a generator of the Z p -quotient of the inertia group I q at q, is of the form 1 p n 0 1˙, for all q P Q for an integer n ě 2;
‚ For each 1 ď i ď r, there is a subset Q i of Q that omits q i and contains tq 1 ,¨¨¨, q i´1 u, such that R Q i´n ew
" W pkq and ρ Q´new is congruent modulo p n to ρ Q i´n ew .
If the minimal dual Selmer forρ is zero, then as there is a minimal modular lift ofρ, we have an automorphy lifting theorem in the minimal case. Thus the non-vanishing of the minimal dual Selmer is not too burdensome an assumption.
Proof. The assertions related to the set of primes Q and susbsets Q i with R Q´new Q , R Q i´n ew Q i " W pkq and the congruences between ρ Q i´n ew and ρ Q´new follow from Theorem 2.16 and its specialisation Theorem 1.1. The assertions that R Q i´n ew
follow from this upon using the level raising results of [DT94] .
We sketch the proof of the result below to go from restricted modularity lifting theorems to more general ones: we are reproving known results by a new method which exploits the independent level lowering congruences our work produces in Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.2. Keeping the notation above, we deduce an isomorphism R Q " T Q .
Proof. The argument is very similar to loc. cit. and the main ingredients are: -Wiles's numerical isomorphism criterion -Level raising results of Diamond and Taylor in [DT94] -Quantitative level lowering as in Theorem 4.1 -Gorenstein properties of Hecke algebras arising from Shimura curves (results of [Hel07] ; we may invoke these as for q P Q, q is not 1 mod p). In loc. cit. we used an idea of level substitution mod p n to deduce an R Q " T Q theorem from R Q´new Q " T Q´new Q . Here we use use Theorem 4.1 instead of the the level substitution step in [Kha03] .
Using Theorem 4.1, we have augmentations π :
W pkq such that π and π 1 are congruent mod p n and π 1 does not factor through T Q´new Q . Further it is known (see Section 8 of [Hel07] and note that we are assuming our primes q are not 1 mod p) the Hecke algebra T Qr´new Q is Gorenstein. We claim that the ideal pπpAnn T Qr´new Q pkerpπof W pkq is contained in p n ppπpAnn T Q´new Q pkerpπ" pp n q.
To prove the claim the two ingredients are the morphism π 1 : T Qr´new Q Ñ W pkq which does not factor through T Q´new Q by construction, and the fact that these Hecke algebras are Gorenstein. For ease of notation set T 1 " T Qr´new Q and T " T Q´new Q and denote the natural map T 1 Ñ T by β. We justify the claim using these 2 ingredients as in loc. cit. (see also Lemma 5.10), an argument that is due to the referee of [Kha03] . Because T and T 1 Gorenstein, we have that πβpAnn T 1 pkerpπβ" πβpAnn T 1 pkerpβqqqπpAnn T pkerpπas ideals of W pkq. Choose a x P kerpβq such that π 1 pxq ‰ 0. Consider y P Ann T 1 pkerpβqq. Then as xy " 0 this implies π 1 pxyq " 0, which implies π 1 pyq " 0, which implies πβpyq P p n W pkq as π 1 and π are congruent mod p n which proves the claim.
This combined with the injection of the cotangent space at (the pull-back) π : R Qr´new Q into W pkq{p n W pkq (see Lemma 3.4 or Proposition 2 of [Kha03] ), and the Wiles numerical criterion gives an isomorphism R Qr´new Q " T Qr´new Q . Iterating the argument yields that R Q " T Q .
Appendix: Wiles numerical isomorphism criterion
Wiles in his work on the modularity of elliptic curves [Wil95] proved a numerical criterion for a complete Noetherian local O-algebra A which is:
-finite flat over O, -and with an augmentation π A : A Ñ O with Φ A :" pKer π A q{pKer π A q 2 a finite abelian group to be a complete intersection of dimension 1. Here O is a discrete valuation ring that is finite over Z p . He used this criterion to deduce that isomorphisms of deformation rings and Hecke algebras at minimal level also imply such isomorphisms at non-minimal levels. We generalize in §5.1 the Wiles criterion, which was later refined by Lenstra [Len95] , for rings A that we do not assume are finite over O, but assume have depth at least one (weaker than assuming A is flat over O). Our results, Propositions 5.1 and 5.6, are refinements of a theorem that is due to Wiles and Lenstra [DDT97, Theorem 5.27 ]. The proof of Proposition 5.1 is easily deduced from the work of Wiebe [Wie69] and that of Proposition 5.6 is a variant of arguments of Wiles and Lenstra.
Our motivation was to find a sufficient criterion given pA, π A q with Φ A finite, for A being of dimension one. Taking a cue from the Wiles-Lenstra criterion, we guessed this should be implied by the numerical equality #Φ A " #O{η A , with η A " π A pAnnpKerpπ A. Proposition 5.1 verifies that the numerical equality implies A is a complete intersection of dimension 1 if and only if A is of depth one. We raise the question (without assuming that A is of depth one) whether just the numerical equality implies that A is of dimension 1.
5.1.
A refinement of Wiles's numerical isomorphism criterion. All rings will be commutative, Noetherian and also local and complete. Some of the statements make sense without the completeness condition but they can be immediately reduced to the complete case.
We try to follow as much as possible the notations of [DDT97] . So O will always be a discrete valuation ring but we do not usually assume that it is a finite extension of Z p or that the rings being considered are O-algebras.
For a complete local ring pA, m A q as above we consider a surjection π A : A Ñ O such that Φ A :" Kerpπ A q{pKerpπ A2 is of finite length. It follows, as in [DDT97, Section 5.2], that for η A :" π A pAnnpKerpπ Awe have that O{η A is also of finite length and (5.1) ℓpΦ A q ě ℓpO{η A q .
Hereafter, we will refer to the data π A : A Ñ O as above simply as an augmented ring. Our first goal is to prove the following generalisation of the Wiles-Lenstra criterion for complete intersections.
Proposition 5.1. Let π A : A Ñ O be an augmented ring with depthpAq ě 1. Then A is a complete intersection ring iff ℓpΦ A q " ℓpO{η A q.
The main improvement over the original result of Wiles, as extended by Lenstra, is that we have no other finiteness assumption on A. The condition on the depth is implied by the finite free condition in the setup of Wiles.
Proof. We first prove the forward direction:
For an ideal I in a ring R, we denote by FittpIq the zeroth Fitting ideal of I and recall that FittpIq Ă AnnpIq. Therefore FittpKerpπ AĂ AnnpKerpπ A qq. The equality ℓpΦ A q " ℓpO{η A q implies that π A pFittpKerpπ A" π A pAnnpKerpπ A. Since the depth of A is at least one, AnnpKerpπ AX Kerpπ A q " t0u, so π A is injective when restricted to AnnpKerpπ A qq. It follows that FittpKerpπ A" AnnpKerpπ A qq.
The set of zero-divisors in any ring is the union of the finte set of associated primes. Since the maximal ideal of A is not an associated prime, it follows from the "prime avoidance lemma" ([BH93, Lemma 1.2.2]) that there exists a non-zero divisor x P A such that π A pxq is a uniformizer of O; equivalently, x and Kerpπ A q generate m A . Let A :" A{pxq and let p : A Ñ A be the quotient map. By construction, we have that ppKerpπ A" m A and so ppAnnpKerpπ AĂ Annpm A q.
Let y be any element of AnnpKerpπ Awith π A pyq a generator of η A . If ppyq " 0, then there exists a P A so that y " ax. For any b P Ker π A , we have by " abx " 0. Since x is a non-zero divisor, we must have ab " 0 and so a P AnnpKerpπ A qq. But since y " ax and π A pxq is not a unit, this is a contradiction. Thus, ppAnnpKerpπ A‰ t0u and so Fittpm A q ‰ 0. It then follows from a theorem of Wiebe ([Wie69, Satz 3], [BH93, Theorem 2.3.16]) that A is a zero dimensional complete intersection ring and so, since x is a non-zero divisor, that A is also a complete intersection ring (of dimension one).
The converse direction is an easy consequence of a result of Tate as in [Wie69, Satz 2]: this shows that FittpKerpπ A" AnnpKerpπ Aand so the desire equality follows by applying π A . Moreover, since A is a one dimensional complete intersection, its depth is equal to one. We note that de Smit and Schoof [dSRS97] have also used Wiebe's theorem to give a generalisation of the the Wiles-Lenstra criterion, but in a different direction. The depth condition in Proposition 5.1 is essential: if A is a complete intersection and I Ă pKerpπ An is any ideal, then the equality of lengths continues to hold for A{I (with its induced augmentation) if n " 0 (cf. [DDT97, Remark 5.2.5]). However, all examples that we know of are of dimension one. We are thus led to ask:
Question 5.2. Let π A : A Ñ O be an augmented ring. If ℓpΦ A q is finite and equal to ℓpO{η A q, then is A one dimensional?
We say that an augmented ring pA, π A q is well presented if A » OrrX 1 ,¨¨¨, X r ss{pf 1 ,¨¨¨, f r q. An answer to the following related question would also be relevant in applications:
Question 5.3. Let π A : A Ñ O be an augmented ring that is well-presented. If ℓpΦ A q is finite and equal to ℓpO{η A q, then is A a complete intersection of dimension one?
A stronger version of Question 5.2, suggested by some computer calculations, is Question 5.4. Let π A : A Ñ O be an augmented ring. Is it always true that
Here is a modest result in support of an affirmative answer to the question above.
Lemma 5.5. Let π A : A Ñ O be an augmented ring of dimension d. If A is a quotient of a regular local ring R with dimpRq " d`1, then ℓpΦ A q ě ℓpO{η A q`d´1.
Proof. We just sketch the proof since we do not use it later.
If dimpAq " 1, there is nothing to prove so we may assume that dimpAq ą 1. Choose a surjection p : R Ñ A as in the statement of the lemma and let f 1 , . . . , f r be generators of J " Kerppq. Let D Ă SpecpAq be an irreducible component with dimpDq " dimpAq. Since R is a UFD, D is the zero set of an element irreducible element g P m R and we have for all i, f i " gf 1 i for some f 1 i in m R . Let J 1 " pf 1 1 , . . . , f 1 r q and set A 1 " R{J 1 . Since g R K :" Ker π A˝p , f 1 i P K for all i, so we have a factorisation of π A through a map π A 1 : A 1 Ñ O.
By construction, we have J " gJ 1 . This implies that pJ : Kq " gpJ 1 : Kq and so π A pAnnpKerpπ A" π A˝p pgq π A 1 pAnnpKerpπ A 1.
On the other hand, we have π A pFittpKerpπ A" π A˝p pg d q π A 1 pFittpKerpπ A 1, since K is generated by a subset of a regular system of parameters of R of size d. We conclude using the trivial inequality ℓpΦ A 1 q ě ℓpO{η A 1 q and the fact that π A˝p pgq is not a unit in O 5.2. The isomorphism criterion of Wiles-Lenstra [DDT97, Theorem 5.28] can also be extended to our setting.
Proposition 5.6. Let φ : A Ñ B be a map of augmented rings with B of depth one. If ℓpΦ A q ď ℓpO{η B q ă 8 then the map is an isomorphism and the rings are complete intersections.
Proof. The standard inequalities imply that ℓpΦ A q " ℓpΦ B q " ℓpO{η B q " ℓpO{η B q so it follows from Proposition 5.1 that B is a complete intersection. Let x in B be a non-zero divisor mapping to a uniformizer of O and let x 1 be any element of A lifting x; x 1 and Ker π A then generate m A . It follows that Fittpm A{x 1 q ‰ t0u since it maps onto Fittpm B{x q. We conclude that A{x 1 is also a zero dimensional complete intersection, so A is one dimensional. Now by applying Lemma 5.7 we choose a complete intersection augmented ringÃ with a surjective map to A inducing an isomorphism ΦÃ Ñ Φ A . Since ℓpΦ A q " ℓpΦÃq ě ℓpO{ηÃq ě ℓpO{η B q " ℓpΦ B q, we deduce that ℓpO{ηÃq " ℓpO{η B q. Finally, by applying Lemma 5.8 we deduce that φ is an isomorphism.
Lemma 5.7. Let A be a one dimensional augmented ring such that Φ A is of finite length. Then there is a map of augmented ringsÃ Ñ A which induces an isomorphism ΦÃ Ñ Φ A and such that A is a complete intersection. This is the version of [DDT97, Theorem 5.26] that we shall need.
Proof. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension d`1 with a surjection ψ : R Ñ A. We view R as an augmented ring via the map π R :" π A˝ψ . Since O is a dvr, Ker π A is generated by n elements, so Φ R is a free O-module of rank d. Therefore, the kernel K of the map Φ R Ñ Φ A is also generated by n elements. We let f 1 , . . . , f d be elements in I :" Ker ψ whose images in Φ R generate K; this is possible since ψ induces a surjection pKerpΦ R2 Ñ pKerpΦ A2 .
Let f 1 1 " f 1 . Having chosen f 1 1 , . . . , f 1 i in I for some i, 1 ď i ă d, so that the dimension of R i " R{pf 1 1 , . . . , f 1 i q is d`1´i and such that f 1 i " f i mod pKerpπ R2 , we apply the prime avoidance lemma [BH93, Lemma 1.2.2] to the primes corresponding to the generic points of the irreducible components of SpecpR i q 2 to find f 1 i`1 P I such that f 1 i`1 " f i`1 mod pKerpπ R2 and R i`1 " R i {pf 1 i`1 q has dimension equal to d´i. We letÃ :" R d " R{pf 1 1 , . . . , f 1 d q. By constructionÃ is one dimensional and since f 1 i " f i mod pKer π R q 2 , the map ΦÃ Ñ Φ A is an isomorphism.
Lemma 5.8. Let φ : A Ñ B be a surjective morphism of augmented rings. If A is a complete intersection, B has depth one, and η A " η B ‰ p0q, then φ is an isomorphism. This is essentially [DDT97, Theorem 5.24]; the depth condition replaces the flatness condition therein. Also, as in loc. cit. we only need that A be Gorenstein.
Proof. We follow the proof of [DDT97, Theorem 5.24] with appropriate modifications. We first note that since η A ‰ p0q and A is a complete intersection we have that A is one dimensional and then since B is a quotient of A and is augmented, it is also one dimensional.
As in loc. cit. we see that (5.2) Kerpπ A q X Ann A pKerpπ A" p0q
and similarly for B. Any element in this ideal vanishes at any point of SpecpAq which is not the closed the point so the depth condition implies that is must be 0. Continuing as in loc. cit., we get an exact sequence
of A-modules. Furthermore, we have a natural injection
Since B has depth one, Kerpπ B q also has depth one since an element of B which is a non-zero divisor for any B-module is trivially a non-zero divisor of any submodule. This implies that End B pKerpπ Band so also B{pAnn B Kerpπ Bhave depth one (use the same element!). Now we use that A is Gorenstein, so by Lemma 5.9 we have Ext 1 A pB{pAnn B pKerpπ B, Aq " 0. Thus we get a surjection (5.4)
A -Hom A pA, Aq Ñ Hom A pKerpφq, Aq ' Hom A pAnn A pKerpπ A qq, Aq Ñ 0 .
Both summands in (5.4) are non-zero-consider the tautological inclusions-if Kerpφq is non-zero. This leads to a contradiction by tensoring the sequence with A{m A and using Nakayama's lemma as in [DDT97] .
5.3.
Annihilators and Gorenstein rings. The statement of Lemma 5.10 below is close to a statement on page 216 of [Kha03] which is due to the referee of that paper. We first collect some well known facts about Gorenstein local rings.
Lemma 5.9. Let A be a Gorenstein local ring. Then (1) For any finite A-module M with depthpM q " dimpAq, we have Ext i pM, Aq " 0 for i ą 0. Consequently, the functor M Þ Ñ M˚:" Hom A pM, Aq preserves exact sequences of such modules; moreover, pM˚q˚is canonically isomorphic to M . (2) Let B be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of the same dimension as A and φ : A Ñ B a homomorphism which makes B into a finite A-module. Then B˚-B as an A-module iff B is Gorentein.
Proof. The first part of (1) follows from [BH93, Corollary 3.5.11] since A, being Gorenstein, is a canonical module for itself. The preservation of exact sequences then follows from the vanishing of Ext 1 . The isomorphism of pM˚q˚is a consequence of the fact that A (as a complex in degee 0) is a dualising complex for A and then the vanishing of the Ext i for i ą 0 implies that RHom A pM, Aq " M˚.
(2) follows from duality for the finite map φ : since A is Gorenstein we have that RHom A pB, Aq, which is isomorphic to B˚under the depth assumption, is a dualising complex for B, so it is isomorphic to B iff B is Gorenstein.
In the following lemma, R denotes O or O{̟ n , where ̟ is a uniformizer of O. Note that both these rings are Gorenstein.
Lemma 5.10. Let A be a Gorenstein local ring with a surjection π A : A Ñ R. We assume that dimpAq " dimpRq and that Ann A pKerpπ Ais of finite length as an A-module. Suppose that π A factors through a surjection φ : A Ñ B with B Cohen-Macaulay. Then φpAnn A pKerpπ A" φpAnn A pKerpφAnn B pKerpπ Bwhere π B : B Ñ R is the induced surjection.
Proof. Since A is a Gorenstein ring of dimension ď 1, Kerpφq, being a submodule of A, has depth equal to depthpAq " dimpAq. Thus, applying the functor Hom A p´, Aq to the exact sequence of A-modules (5.5) 0 Ñ Kerpφq Ñ A Ñ B Ñ 0 and using Lemma 5.9, we get an exact sequence (5.6) 0 Ñ B˚φÑ A Ñ K Ñ 0 , where K :" Kerpφq˚. Applying the functor Hom A pR,´q to this exact sequence gives rise to an exact sequence (5.7) 0 Ñ Hom A pR, B˚q Ñ Hom A pR, Aq Ñ Hom A pR, Kq Ñ Ext 1 A pR, B˚q Ñ 0 since Ext 1 A pR, Aq " 0. By Lemma 5.9 (1), since B and R both have depth equal to depthpAq, we have Ext 1 A pR, B˚q -Ext 1 A pB, Rq. The long exact sequence of Ext associated to (5.5) gives an exact sequence 0 Ñ Hom A pB, Rq Ñ Hom A pA, Rq Ñ Hom A pKerpφq, Rq d Ñ Ext 1 pB, Rq Ñ 0 since Ext 1 A pA, Rq " 0. Since the surjection from A to R factors through B, the induced map from Hom A pB, Rq to Hom A pA, Rq is an isomorphism. It follows that the map d is an isomorphism. Now depthpKq " depthpAq, so duality also gives us an isomorphism Hom A pR, Kq -Hom A pKerpφq, Rq, hence Hom A pR, Kq -Ext 1 A pR, Bq. These being finitely generated modules over a noetherian ring, the fourth map in (5.7), being a surjection, must in fact be an isomorphism. It follows that the second map in (5.7) is also an isomorphism. Now Hom A pR, Aq " Ann A pKerpπ Aand similarly for B. Since Hom A pB, Aq " Ann A pKerpφqq and φ˚corresponds to a generator of this ideal, we conclude that φpAnn A pKerpπ A" φpAnn A pKerpφAnn B pKerpπ B.
Lemma 5.11. Let A be a Gorenstein local ring with a surjection π A : A Ñ R. We assume that dimpAq " dimpRq and that Ann A pKerpπ Ais of finite length as an A-module. Assume that π A factors through a surjection φ B : A Ñ B and let C be the largest quotient of B which is Cohen-Macaulay, so there are surjections φ C : A Ñ C, π B : B Ñ R and π C : C Ñ R. Then
Proof. We may apply Lemma 5.10 to the map φ C , since C is Cohen-Macaulay, to deduce that φ C pAnn A pKerpπ A" φ C pAnn A pKerpφ CAnn C pKerpπ C, so we need to prove that φ C pAnn A pKerpφ C" φ C pAnn A pKerpφ B. If dimpRq " 0 then B " C, so we may assume dimpRq " 1. We have Kerpφ B q Ă Kerpφ C q and the quotient is a finite length Amodule. It follows that Ann A pKerpφ BKerpφ C q is a finite length A-module. Since it is a submodule of A and A is Gorenstein with dimpAq " 1, it follows that it is 0. Thus, Ann A pKerpφ C" Ann A pKerpφ Band so we are done.
